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I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORIOGRAPHY
Introduction
The mental health system in the United States is in crisis; as states struggle to
fund mental health programs, growing numbers of persons with mental illness have less
access to mental health facilities and treatments. As a result, people with mental illness
instead receive care in emergency rooms, in state penitentiaries, or go without care.1
Local, state, and federal government officials—as well as non-profit organizations and
charity groups—consistently express their genuine commitment to the needs of the
estimated 43.7 million adult Americans diagnosed with mental illness.2 But their efforts
to enact mental healthcare reform remain limited and ineffective, at best. Calls for an
overhaul of the mental health system focus on the staggering number of mentally ill
persons in prisons, homeless persons with mental illness, and the increasing frequency of
mass shootings like those that occurred at Virginia Tech University in 2007 and Sandy
Hook Elementary School in 2012. Reformers have repeatedly cited the fragmentation of
mental health services as the greatest obstacle to instituting effective policies.3 Given this
decentered system, professionals across the nation struggle to piece together services in
an effort to create a more efficient system.
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The fragmented nature of the mental health system is rooted in the history of the
community-based reform movement that began in the 1960s. Two generations ago, after
years of broad commitment to the promise of psychiatry and deep anxiety about its
limitations, reformers instituted a system of community-based mental healthcare.
Reformers hoped that the new system of community-based treatments would provide
more effective care to people, instead of the expensive, ineffective, and isolating care
they saw being provided in state hospitals. For a time, the reform movement enjoyed a
unified vision for mental health reform. By the 1970s, however, the movement had
fragmented into distinct, but related efforts to deinstitutionalize patients and to protect
patient rights.
The trajectory of reform and its fragmentation occurred in three stages. In the
1940s and early 1950s, reformers forged a common purpose around the need for more
influence of psychological expertise and more effective mental health institutions. At its
peak of influence, in the early 1960s, psychiatric care came under intense and sustained
attack. Reformers persisted in the face of this resistance by pushing for community-based
healthcare. Yet two drives—for deinstitutionalization and patient rights—undercut
support from the government and the public and divided the previously unified reform
movement in the 1970s and early 1980s. Reformers’ hopes for a more effective mental
health system that focused on providing comprehensive services at the local level have
been all but forgotten. Instead, the divided mental health reform movement led to a
system that requires patients to overcome significant obstacles to get care. In the words of
one 2009 Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA)
report, patients need “a tremendous amount of perseverance…to navigate the maze from
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a therapist’s office to the psychiatrist, to the Social Security office, to the housing office,
to vocational rehabilitation, to Medicaid, and so on.”4 The current situation demands that
reformers gain important historical context in order to understand how and why the
forces behind community mental health reforms produced the fractured mental health
services of the present.
Historians have an opportunity to contribute to mental health reform by providing
insight into the causes of the fracture of mental health reform. Texas, in particular, played
an integral role in the relatively unified push for mental health reform during the 1950s
and 1960s, as well as during the fragmentation of mental health services during the 1970s
and 1980s. Texas’s substantial commitment to mental health reform once allowed the
state to be a national leader in expanding mental health services. In 1969 locally-led
mental health boards operated twenty-one mental health and mental retardation centers in
sixteen counties across Texas, with state expenditures just shy of $4 million for
community-based mental health treatment centers.5 Since that year, however, the Texas
legislature has consistently reduced funding for its mental health services, which has led
to a large-scale reduction of available services. Today the state ranks 47th in providing
access to mental health services. In addition to the lack of access to mental health
services, the state is ranked 49th on per capita expenditures for mental health costs and
spends only $38.38 per patient, less than a third of the $122.90 national average.6 The
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state’s dramatic decline in funding for mental health services demands further analysis of
Texas’s role in mental health reform to understand how and why fragmentation of
services occurred.
Austin State Hospital (ASH), Texas’s oldest state mental hospital, provides an
excellent example of how national trends in community mental health reforms unfolded
at the local level. ASH’s history exemplifies all three of the eras of community mental
health reform. Between the 1940s and early 1960s, mental health reformers used ASH as
a typical example of an imperfect but functional state hospital as they called for federal
and state governments to join in the push for community-based mental health care and
alternative treatment methods. Once the common cause of community mental health
became a national imperative with the passage of the Community Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Center Act of 1963, ASH became an example of a progressiveminded institution that embraced new ideas. However, as ASH gained a reputation as a
forward-thinking hospital, it simultaneously became the center for public controversy for
reforms during a sanity hearing that brought to light the underlying tensions that ran
against reformers’ efforts. Finally, a growing rejection of psychiatric-led mental health
reform brought attacks from the New Left and New Right. New Left patient rights
advocates targeted ASH for failures to protect patients’ autonomy. At the same time, a
new conservative political movement sought to reduce funding for mental healthcare.
These dual forces undermined the common purpose that had driven the reform movement
and fractured the goals of mental health reformers. What resulted was a mental health
system that legally protects individual patient rights, but that fails to provide the locallybased, comprehensive mental health program that reformers had once envisioned. Using
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the history of ASH as a case study, this thesis will explain how and why previous
reformers’ efforts first joined in a common cause and then fractured. This history
arguably reminds contemporary observers that even Texans had once joined in common
purpose to build a well-funded, community-based mental health system that would be fair
to patients and provide significant benefits to the state as a whole.
Historiography
Currently, no single field of history analyzes the history of mental health reform
in the context of the broader fragmentation of U.S. politics and social dynamics that
historians have identified in the 1970s. Consequently, the history of mental health reform
requires an analysis of several historiographical subfields. Of particular importance is
Daniel T. Rodgers’ Age of Fracture. Rodgers argues that ideological, social, and political
shifts in the 1970s led to a society in which large-scale social projects fractured into a
widely held focus on individualized forms of politics, economic activity, and social
purpose. “What characterized the age of fracture was not a literal thinning out of
associational life,” he asserts, “What changed, across a multitude of fronts, were the ideas
and metaphors capable of holding focus the aggregate aspects of human life as opposed
to its smaller, fluid, individual ones.”7 Rodgers provides a framework for the loss of the
broad sense of purpose shared by reformers in the 1960s. The fragmentation in the 1970s
and 1980s when mental health reform came to focus on protecting individual patient
rights, or on deinstitutionalization, coincided with a process Rodgers describes as “the
range across which the intellectual assumptions that had defined the common sense of
public intellectual life since the Second World War were challenged, dismantled, and
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formulated anew.”8 Rodgers does not focus his analysis on mental health reform, but his
argument opens analytical space for a new history of the history of ASH and the
community mental health reform in the late-twentieth century.
The history of mental health reform is more than just another arena in the
increasingly familiar tales of post-World War II liberal reform. Conflict over the path of
mental health reform contributed to the disaggregation of political and intellectual
discourse that Daniel T. Rodgers describes as an “age of fracture.” “The rebellious
upheavals of the 1960s,” among which conflict over mental health care and patient rights
must be included, “unsettled the debate over conformity and social character and worked
to bring explicitly political questions of obligation and justice to the fore.”9 For Rodgers
this has meant that the widely-held commitments to large-scale political and intellectual
projects fragmented during and after the 1960s. The grand missions that defined the
postwar period—the Cold War, the heroic stage of the modern Civil Rights Movement
between 1954 and 1965, the development of the American suburban way of life—began
to disintegrate in the 1970s as people rejected larger constructions of power (e.g. “big”
government, national unions, and expert authority) and turned to “individuals,
contingency, and choice” as the way to foster justice, opportunity, and innovation.10 The
shift away from grand shared missions changed everything from partisan politics to the
discourse Americans used to define their relationship to the government. And that shift
both shaped, and was shaped by, the debates over mental health reform.
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Though Rodgers does not focus closely on the history of mental health care, an
examination of Austin State Hospital both reinforces and complicates Rodgers’s broad
narrative. In part, the history of mental health reform highlights the ways that federallydirected efforts to create reforms marked a transitional point in this history, one where
reformers turned away from broader conceptions of power (e.g. the federal government)
and instead embraced ideas that sought to empower individuals. As confidence in their
common goal faltered, reformers moved away from the view that government-sponsored,
top-down reform via community-based mental health care ought to be a shared mission.
Instead, mental health reform focused on reinforcing the rights of individual patients in
state institutions, and their common goal disintegrated as reformers argued about the role
of state and federal governments in light of an emerging rights-based mental health
reform. Rodgers’ work thus provides a strong framework for understanding how mental
health reformers set out to make sweeping reforms in the 1960s, and later fractured in the
1970s and 1980s as reformers debated individual patient liberties.
The history of mental health reform is also informed by insights from the histories
of the New Deal and the Civil Rights Movement. Two works in particular, Ira
Katznelson’s Fear Itself and Risa Goluboff’s The Lost Promise of Civil Rights, are
particularly useful. Fear Itself helps explain how the rising support for mental health
reform movement in the late 1940s and 1950s grew out of a shared perception of crisis
among a large and diverse cross-section of American politics. The Lost Promise of Civil
Rights details a shift in the African American Civil Rights movement from one focused
on substantive, collective economic rights (the right to make a living, for example) to one
focused on what came to be called “civil rights”—the right to vote, the right to equal
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access to public accommodations, and the right to redress against employment and other
forms of discrimination as an individual. The patient rights movement, an offshoot of the
Civil Rights movement of the 1960s, grew out of a similar dynamic. As mental health
reform centered on an individual rights-based movement, activists created a more just
system for patients and a mental health system that was less equipped to provide effective
treatments.
In Fear Itself Katznelson argues that New Deal era policies shaped people’s
actions and political perceptions from the Cold War to the present. Though Katznelson
does not focus specifically on mental health reform, his assertion that the perception of
impending crises underlined the motivations for political action help explain the basis for
the mental health reform. Katznelson argues that fear drove the policies of the New Deal.
Katznelson dates the New Deal as the era from Frankl D Roosevelt’s inauguration to
Dwight Eisenhower’s presidency and asserts that the time period “reflects an unremitting
sense of fragility,” derived from the crises the American public faced in the 1930s and
into the postwar period.11 Out of this fear, he asserts, numerous New Deal policies
“molded the institutions, conventions, and habits that continue to demand thoughtful
choices in a world scored by fear.”12 Mental health in the 1940s became a public health
crisis, out of which calls for reform emanated from a diverse group of people concerned
with mental health. This common recognition of a crisis led to a shared purpose amongst
reformers to seek out new alternatives to state hospitals. Katznelson’s argument provides
a context for the rise of mid-twentieth-century mental health reform by explaining how a
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society wrought with anxiety turned to the federal government and experts in the hope of
solving major crises.
Risa L. Goluboff’s The Lost Promise of Civil Rights helps contextualize the
patient rights movement. Goluboff focuses on the early- and mid-twentieth-century
African American Civil Rights movement from the 1920s to the 1954 Supreme Court
decision in Brown v Board of Education. She argues that civil rights struggles prior to the
Cold War defined economic rights as part of civil rights. On the way to the suit in Brown
v Board, however, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) shifted the focus of the Civil Rights movement from one based on equal
economic rights to one based on equal citizenship.13 “In opening the way for the attack on
Jim Crow as formal, government enforced segregation,” Goluboff argued, “Brown shortcircuited [civil rights] lawyers’ efforts” focused on gaining equal economic rights for
Africa American workers.14 Goluboff’s argument describes how the NAACP’s efforts in
Brown created a limited Civil Rights movement, a movement that won greater access to
government institutions for African Americans, but failed to address the economic
discrimination, exploitation, and violence that perpetuated Jim Crow.
The advent of the patient rights movement paralleled Goluboff’s argument.
Between the 1940s and the 1960s, reformers conceived of mental health as necessary for
the commonwealth of the American republic. Community-based mental health reform
promised better care for individuals and a healthier society overall. In the 1960s, the
individual civil rights of institutionalized persons became a public concern. This concern
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culminated in the late 1970s and early 1980s as the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) and the Mental Health Law Project focused on establishing patient rights
through litigation. Though their efforts created a more just system for patients, it focused
mental health reform on the rights of institutionalized persons and the state instead of on
states’ roles in providing effective treatments to their citizens and the community as a
whole. Goluboff’s analysis of how civil rights movements expanded in one area and
contracted in others therefore provides a framework for the patient rights movement of
the 1970s and 1980s.
The history of mental health reform illuminates a key, yet unexamined history in
the changing relationship between individuals and the state. The disaggregation of mental
health services reveals the deterioration of broad public purpose that shaped the New
Deal Era and that paralleled the move from collective welfare to individual rights in the
narrative of the civil rights movement. By studying how and why mental health
reformers’ common purpose crumbled during the 1970s and 1980s, historians can shed
light on a broader narrative of the changing relationship between the state and
individuals, and understand how such a shift affected mentally ill citizens.
The Rise of the New Right and Mental Health
The fracture of the national mental health reform movement cannot be explained
without an understanding of the rise of the New Right that began in the 1960s, if not
before, and gained momentum in the 1970s and 1980s. Conservative resistance to mental
health reform did not begin in the 1970s. In fact, as historian Michelle M. Nickerson has
shown, the origins of right-wing dissent against federal mental health programs began as
early as the 1950s. Furthermore, Michael Schaller explains that conservatism grew as a
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response to economic and social pressures that increasingly caused many Americans to
view welfare programs, including state mental health programs, as unnecessary and
expensive. Historians of the New Right provide insight into the context for the effect of
anti-government policies on mental health reform that would culminate with Ronald
Reagan’s defunding of mental health programs as a whole.
Nickerson details the origins of McCarthyist resistance to mental health reform in
the late 1950s and early 1960s. Conservative women’s groups, for example, responded to
psychiatrists’ growing influence in the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act of 1956.
Nickerson argues that by examining the predominantly female-led, grassroots
conservative rejection of mental health reform, “historians can gain deeper insight into
the diversity of voices that have influenced larger political movements.”15 Though
Nickerson’s focus is on bringing historians’ attention to twentieth-century female
conservative movements, her examination of the growth of conservative resistance to
mental health reform is essential for understanding the effects of the rise of the New
Right on mental health reform in general. Nickerson sheds light on the conservative
distrust of the federal government and psychiatric leadership in mental health reform.
Though Nickerson does not discuss the effects of conservative resistance to mental health
reform, their rejection of elitism and federal intervention played a large role in the
fracturing of mental health reformers’ efforts during the 1970s and 1980s.
Schaller’s Right Turn details the growth of conservatism in the late twentieth
century. He asserts that conservatism grew as a response to the failed policies of the New

Michelle M. Nickerson, “The Lunatic Fringe Strikes Back: Conservative Opposition to the
Alaska Mental Health Bill of 1956,” in The Politics of Healing: Histories of Alternative Medicine in
Twentieth-Century North America (New York: Routledge, 2004), 130.
15
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Deal and President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Great Society. “The ‘long’ 1980s,” Schaller
asserts, “both politically and culturally began in the 1970s…At both the local and
national levels, government promoted a more conservative vision of justice, personal
responsibility, and business power.”16 Furthermore, Schaller details the growing
pressures American families faced in lieu of “growing federal deficits…slow economic
growth…rising rates of crime, divorce welfare, single parenting, and drug use.”17
Schaller’s examination of the rise of the New Right in the 1970s contextualizes the
disaggregation of mental health reform in the late twentieth-century. Growing skepticism
regarding social welfare programs, coupled with the retraction of support and funding for
social programs, provided the basis for the external pressures that fractured the common
purpose of reformers.
The History of Mental Institutions and Psychiatry
Historians of mental institutions and students of the growing resistance to
psychiatry both raise, but do not fully explain, the ways that the patient rights movement
redirected the focus of mental health reforms and fractured their shared sense of purpose.
Authors such as Michel Foucault, R. D. Laing, and Thomas Szasz criticized psychiatrists’
role as leaders in psychiatric mental health reform. They perceived psychiatric practices
and confinement in state hospitals as means of control for psychiatrists acting as
normalizing forces in society, and they argued that state hospitals represented the state’s
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attempt to control abnormal behavior. Reformers have in particular cited the works of
Laing and Szasz as inspirations for the patient rights movement.18
Histories of state hospitals gives a sense of how and why ASH became enmeshed
in community mental health reform, as well as connect the hospital to larger narrative of
state hospitals. In particular, the works of Gerald Grob, Benjamin Rothman, and Sara
Sitton shed light on the growth of mental institutions and their purpose in society over
time. Grob, a leading scholar in mental health history, analyzes mental health policy from
a federal perspective, detailing the gaps in reformers’ efforts on a national level. Rothman
analyzed the rise of asylum care in the early nineteenth-century, and argued that the
inclination towards asylum care indicated a response from people in the early American
republic to institute order in a world they saw as increasingly disordered. Sitton, a
psychologist, wrote one of the few and most recent books on ASH. Using ASH as a case
study, she argued that power relationships behind hospital walls proved far more complex
than scholars often acknowledged, and detailed the ways that patients, hospital staff, and
administrators navigated complex power dynamics to form a distinct community. Though
these scholars offered great insight into the history of mental health policy and mental
institutions, none of them analyzed the mental health in the broader context of political
and social fragmentation that occurred in the 1970s and 1980s.
In the 1960s, a growing movement for community mental health centers inspired
interest in the history of mental health hospitals. Most famously, Michel Foucault’s
History of Madness (1961) introduced the notion that asylums served to confine and
control deviant populations as opposed to treating them. Foucault’s discussion of
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madness as a cultural construct challenged psychiatric authority. In History of Madness,
Foucault asserted that what a society defines as “madness,” and a how society identifies
and addresses mental illness, are both cultural constructions shaped by power relations,
not objective science. The nature of madness has changed over time, Foucault argued, as
the state sought to control people deemed socially delinquent, or “other,” while justifying
their actions under the guise of “protection” for vulnerable people.19 He also revised the
understanding of the history of mental hospitals by presenting the intertwined origins of
prisons and hospitals, further linking psychiatric practices to control mechanisms
instituted by the state.20 Foucault criticized psychiatry as a field of study.
“Psychoanalysis,” he argued, “cannot and will never be able to hear the voices of
unreason nor decipher on their own terms the signs of the insane.”21 These criticisms
called into question the legitimacy of institutional care, as well as the ultimate purpose of
mental hospitals and psychiatrists, for the New Left.
Social historians also came to describe asylums as a kind of penal institution at
the same time that the ex-patient and anti-psychiatry movements of the late 1960s and
1970s fostered a similar argument. Works like R. D. Laing’s The Self and Others (1969)
and Thomas Szasz’s The Myth of Mental Illness (1974) helped build a movement to
transform mental health care in the U.S. Szasz and Laing, both psychiatrists, followed
Foucault in arguing that mental illnesses were socially constructed rather than concrete
medical illnesses. Laing’s writings focused on the subjectivity of psychoanalysis. This
subjectivity, he suggested, undermined the authority that many psychiatrists claimed as
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leaders of mental health reform.22 Laing’s arguments raised questions regarding
psychiatry’s imposed definitions of normal and abnormal. Szasz, in particular, shaped the
discussion of mental health reform by asserting that mental illness did not exist.23 Instead,
he believed that psychiatry’s purpose stemmed from a need to control individuals
exhibiting “deviant” behavior. Szasz reinforced Foucault’s assertions that psychiatry
existed to support the status quo of social norms. Furthermore, Szasz asserted the idea
that institutional care violated the rights of mentally ill people. Although Szasz and Laing
did not directly interact with the historiography of state hospitals, their works informed
historians’ more critical perceptions of psychiatry and mental hospitals in the 1980s.
Social historian David Rothman’s 1971 study, The Discovery of the Asylum:
Social Order and Disorder in the New Republic, presented the postmodern argument that
the creation of asylums during the Jacksonian-era had little to do with providing care for
the mentally ill. Rothman insisted that the growth of asylums in the nineteenth century
was a response to cracks in the rational Lockean ideology that spurred the American
Revolution. The development of abject poverty, crime, disease, and insanity in the new
nation challenged the assumptions of Enlightenment principles. The asylum, Rothman
asserts, served a means of confining and controlling segments of society deemed
obstacles to the progress of reason by “curing” them of their irrationality. Asylums
supplied a means of hiding the disorderly in an age that hailed the orderly and rational;
and though on the surface asylums promised to give order to those living in chaos,
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Rothman argued that their principle function was confinement.24 Rothman adopted a
critical view of asylums—popularized by scholars like Laing, Szasz, and Foucault—that
perceived the state’s role in psychiatric care as distinctly sinister. Such perceptions of
mental hospitals contributed to a growing rejection of psychiatric power.
Gerald Grob focused on the transformation from nineteenth century asylums to
twentieth century mental hospitals. Grob’s Mental Illness and American Society, 18751940 (1983) examined the medicalization of psychiatry in conjunction with the decline of
public faith in state hospitals during the twentieth century. Grob perceived both state
hospitals and the field of psychiatry as being in a state of constant flux. He found that
state hospitals, and mental health care more broadly, were shaped by numerous factors,
such as from doctors working within the mental health system, patients housed in
institutions, psychiatrists who sought to professionalize and attach the field to scientific
medicine, and from public perceptions of hospitals as hopeless custodial institutions.
Most importantly, he asserted that even though individual actions shaped mental hospitals
in various ways, no one understood how their actions would affect the future.25 Grob
illustrated the growth in the number of state asylums as they spread from the East into the
South and the West. In psychiatry, he spotlighted a trend away from institutionalization
as a kind of cordoning off of the mentally dangerous toward the treatment of mental
illness as a disease. He also acknowledged that the population of twentieth-century
mental hospitals differed considerably from their nineteenth-century counterparts, a fact
often overlooked by other historians. Key to his argument is the notion that as
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psychiatrists shifted toward providing medical treatments for mental illness, they
unknowingly dismantled the justification for custodial care by prioritizing treatment and
release of patient over indefinite care.
Grob’s 1994 book, The Mad Among Us: A History of the Care of America’s
Mentally Ill assessed deinstitutionalization as just the most recent shift in mental health
policy. He asserted that one of the problems of mental health policy is that it historically
relies on curing mental illness, an unrealistic goal that inspires the characteristic naïve
optimism of reforms that eventually dissolved into disillusionment.26 The Mad Among Us
was Grob’s starkest attempt to use his analyses of mental health policy to reach a public
audience and influence policy. His work shows how psychiatrists’ changing definitions
of, and treatment for, mental illness affected the ability to reform the mental health
system. Yet Grob did not examine the ruptures in mental health policy in the context of
the social and political shifts of the 1970s and 1980s. Though he offers analyses of
specific policies, he failed to view the trajectory of mental health reform and its
disaggregation as the product of a larger cultural and political shift.
In 2006, Grob and psychologist Howard H. Goldman revisited the politics of
mental health reform in, The Dilemma of Federal Mental Health Policy: Radical Reform
or Incremental Change? Their work focused on how federal policy and federal politics
shaped mental healthcare policy from World War II through the early twenty-first
century. The authors acknowledge the fragmentation of mental healthcare, but find the
community mental health movement as the cause of fragmentation.27 They suggest that
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the ideas of community mental health reformers proved too radical, too difficult to
institute, and that they forced a retraction of federal support as the momentum for
community mental health reform sputtered. This perspective does not attempt to view the
breakup of services in the larger context of the fragmentation of the 1970s. In fact, the
general disintegration occurred as community mental health reform faced a growing
rejection of psychiatry, changing perceptions within the ranks of reformers, and as
concerns of about rising costs alarmed state and federal government officials. Grob and
Goldman’s argument is essential but insufficient to adequately explain the fracturing of
mental health reform.
Psychologist Sara Sitton conducted one of the few histories of ASH in her book,
Life at the Texas State Lunatic Asylum, 1857-1997 (1999). Sitton analyzed the history of
ASH from the institution’s founding to the late 1990s in an attempt to understand the
relationship between hospitals’ evolving roles from the nineteenth century to late 1990s.
Sitton argued that the ASH shared many similarities with other hospitals and the national
historical narrative of state hospital reform. She asserted that the institution’s downfall
stemmed from a chronic lack of funding and an inability to reduce its patient population
that occurred in the midst of changing professional views on health care treatments.28
With unique source materials—such as oral histories, photos, superintendents’ records
and personal notes, historic structure reports, and governmental reports—Sitton showed
that ASH maintained a community based on care and respect despite external political
pressures. The effects of deinstitutionalization, she argued, offered mixed results where
some patients managed to find effective therapies within community centers, and other
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patients afflicted with more severe mental illnesses lost the safety and support they found
within the state hospital.29 Life in the Texas State Lunatic Asylum provided an “insider”
perspective into how patients and staff shaped state hospital life.
But Sitton’s overall argument does not place ASH in its historical context, and in
doing so misses an opportunity to connect the history of ASH with larger historical
trends. While understanding how people navigated the complex power relationships
behind hospital walls is an important aspect of mental hospital history, so too is the
hospital’s role in community mental health reform and the eventual disintegration of the
movement. Understanding how a hospital like ASH played role throughout the trajectory
of mental health reform provides historians with unique insight into the connection the
disaggregation of mental health reformers and the fragmentation of other civil rights
activists.
Conclusion
By connecting histories of the 1970s, the New Right, the anti-psychiatry
movement, and of mental hospitals, this thesis seeks to explain the variety of tensions that
ruptured the once unified community mental health reform movement. ASH faced many
of the same struggles and changes as other state mental institutions. But the Austin
hospital was unique in that the combined factors of reform converged in Austin in ways
they did not converge elsewhere. A critical analysis using ASH as case study offers
insight into the forging of reformers’ sense of purpose, the struggles of reformers and
resistance to their efforts, and finally the disaggregation of community mental health
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efforts as patient rights and conservative interpretations of spending and civil rights, that
helped to produce a fractured mental health system.

20

II. CLIMBING OUT OF THE SNAKE PIT: AUSTIN STATE HOSPITAL’S
PATH TOWARD COMMUNITY-CENTERED MENTAL HEALTH CARE
Mental health became a major public concern in post-World War II America as
people from a variety of backgrounds balked at the outdated, ineffective, and expensive
care provided in state hospitals. This concern was led primarily by psychiatrists, whose
profession grew in popularity and influence after World War II and advocated for
revolutionary new forms of mental health treatments. A wide range of Americans,
shocked at the poor quality of care for many patients in mental institutions and frustrated
with the inability to solve the crisis of state hospitals, called for a national movement for
mental health reform. Psychiatrists, national political leaders, state officials, journalists,
even novelists—this broad group of people formed the basis of the growing national
mental health reform movement. “For many,” stated historian Gerald Grob, “the specialty
of psychiatry seemed poised to cross a threshold…to bring the benefits of new therapies
to large numbers of… mentally disordered persons.”30 Mental health reform gained
momentum across the nation as its diverse constituency unified behind the shared belief
in community-based care as an alternative to state hospitals.
Reformers in the 1940s and 1950s began to view state hospitals as deeply
troubled institutions that could not be repaired. State hospitals across the nation generally
faced ballooning patient populations, decreased funding, and wavering public support. By
the middle of the twentieth century, reformers identified two overlapping, but often
conflicting missions: to treat and release patients, while also providing long-term care for
“indigent” individuals. The tensions between the hospitals’ two main missions remained
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constant throughout the postwar era. The frustration that stemmed from the inability to
bring mental hospitals out of their long-standing crises led reformers to view state
hospitals as inherently flawed, and inspired them to turn to community-based treatments
as the solution to the nation's ongoing mental health crisis. For about a generation after
World War II, this reform movement can be understood to have been a kind of shared,
national goal.
By the 1950s mental health professionals had conceptualized an entirely new
method of psychiatric treatments that would provide community-based care to individual
patients. Championed by many psychiatrists, this new model of mental health inspired
reformers to adopt community mental health alternatives as a common goal for mental
health reform. Psychiatrists and other reformers endorsed community mental health
centers as a replacement for state hospitals because, unlike state hospitals, they promised
to offer more effective treatments for mental illnesses, focused on preventative treatments
instead of custodial care, and preserved a person’s dignity and autonomy. “There was a
pervasive faith,” remarked historian Gerald Grob, “that American society stood on the
threshold of a new era that would end the segregation of mentally ill in remote custodial
institutions, bring them the benefits of psychiatric advances, and integrate them into the
mainstream community life.”31 Reformers’ common purpose became feasible as the
federal government increased its financial and political support for community mental
health reforms. The federal government’s support ultimately paved the way for a
psychiatric mental health reform movement that envisioned community-based
alternatives as its common goal.
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In Texas, Austin State Hospital (ASH) became the focal point in discussions of
mental health reform when sociologist Ivan Belknap conducted a study of ASH that
received national attention from community mental health reformers. Belknap's study
resonated with mental health reformers because ASH served as a "typical" example of a
state hospital, one that was flawed and struggled with funding and patient populations,
but also one that maintained standards well above the nation's worst mental institutions.
As the state's oldest and flagship mental institution, ASH exhibited the issues that
historically plagued mental hospitals in Texas and represented the general issues faced in
mental hospitals. Belknap's examination of ASH occurred in the context of national
discussions for reform provided reformers with the necessary concrete evidence to argue
for the creation of a new, community-based model for mental health.
The history of ASH reflects many of the trends that define the history of
psychiatric institutions across the nation. ASH as a case study illuminates why and how
community-based mental health became the basis of reformers shared goals. In Texas
ASH became a target for reform because of its reputation as an imperfect but functional
institution that generally mimicked the history of state hospitals across the nation; it
allowed community mental health advocates to prove that state hospitals were inherently
flawed and argue for the construction of a community-based mental health system that
resonated on a state and national level.
The Rise of Psychiatry and Federal Involvement in Mental Health Reform
National calls for mental health reform arose and intensified in response to the
growing frustrations and disdain for state hospitals. The harsh conditions within the
wards of state hospitals warranted a broad array of criticism from journalistic exposes, to
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academic critiques, to rebuke from the general public and incurred larger federal
involvement in state sponsored mental health care. The frustration with mental hospitals
expressed by a broad array of critics built helped forge a shared sense of purpose between
reformers that identified community alternatives as its goal.
The notion that the community provided a better therapeutic environment than
hospitals came from psychiatric observations of soldiers in World War II. The use of
psychiatric treatments in World War II demonstrated the field’s effectiveness in treating
the mental health issues of combat soldiers. This led to a growing belief in psychiatry’s
potential from within the federal government through endorsements from the Army and
Navy. Many fields in the social sciences, such as psychiatry and sociology, grew rapidly
in the late 1940s and led efforts in mental health reform. Psychiatry, a particularly
influential field, increased in popularity in the years following World War II after
psychiatric therapy proved effective in treating soldiers experiencing combat fatigue.
Military psychiatrists observed that many soldiers who had previously appeared “normal”
often experienced severe mental health issues stemming from the intense stress placed
upon individual soldiers during combat.32 For psychiatrists, “the policy lesson seemed
clear: environmental conditions…were the primary causes of mental disorder.” The
increasing perception that a person’s environment played a key role in mental health
treatments, “prepared the way for the social emphasis that came to dominate psychiatric
epidemiology during the 1950s and 1960s.”33 Psychiatrists thus found that effective
mental health treatments had to address the social contexts that influenced a patient’s
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mental health in order to be effective. The emerging community-oriented perception of
mental health proved antithetical to treatments provided in mental hospitals that remained
largely custodial, and allowed psychiatrists to imagine new possibilities for mental health
care.
Psychiatrists learned through treating soldiers for combat trauma that the context
of patient’s environment greatly influenced a person’s mental health. This suggested to
psychiatrists that effective treatments necessitated addressing a person’s mental health
concerns within the social context of their communities. “For the first time in history,”
wrote psychiatrist Dr. Robert H. Felix, “a nation is attempting to bring the benefits of the
new science psychiatry to its whole people.” Felix, as did many other psychiatrists,
believed that “the experience of the Army and the Navy during World War II proved
beyond any question that…the man on the road toward mental illness can be restored to
useful life,” through new psychiatric treatments.34 Calls for a community-based mental
health program were therefore rooted in a growing belief that confinement and isolation
proved counter intuitive to improving mental health.
Concerns about state hospitals’ conditions also caught the attention of the federal
government. The passage of the Mental Health Act in 1946 marked an increase in the
federal government’s concern for the conditions in state hospitals. The act created the
National Institute for Mental Health, and provided additional funding for research in
psychiatry and mental health fields.35 The act provided additional funding for states, and
it laid the groundwork for research for the community mental health movement. It was
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designed to encourage research relating to the cause, treatment and diagnosis of mental
illness. The act also provided funding for training programs and for the establishment of
clinics and treatment centers.36 Though the Mental Health Act did not envision
community mental health centers per se, it allowed the federal government to encourage
experts to explore solutions to the problems of the mental health system and expanded
federal involvement in mental health reform.
Despite calls for reform from psychiatrists, new approaches to mental health were
often not available in state hospitals. Even by the mid-1950s, eighty-four percent of
psychiatric specialists in America were not practicing in mental hospitals where eightyfive percent of mentally ill patient were housed. One reformer, sociologist Ivan Belknap
who used ASH as a case study to exemplify the obstacles of mental health reform wrote,
“the modern concepts of psychiatry [were]… unworkable in the hospital.” Patients at
ASH—which Belknap extended to most institutions—were treated in an “impersonal
fashion” without any sense of flexibility from hospital staff.37 Reformers increasingly
viewed state hospitals as incompatible with community-based mental health reforms, and
reformers viewed community-based care as the best means of effectively treating mental
illness.
Novelists and filmmakers also expressed their discontent for state hospitals. The
Snake Pit in 1948, both a widely popular novel and film, critiqued state hospitals as
quasi-penal institutions and represented them as inherently flawed institutions. The novel,
written by Mary Jane Ward in 1946, became a critically acclaimed film in 1948. It tells a
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fictional story based on Ward’s own experiences in Rockland State hospital located in
Orangeburg, New York. Her story was reprinted in the reader’s digest, which then
attracted some 15 million readers.38 One reviewer noted that the Reader’s Digest’s
version of Ward’s story, “is one of the most extraordinary stories that they have ever
condensed.”39 Ward’s novel tells the story of Virginia, a woman who suffers a nervous
breakdown and then is admitted to a women’s state hospital in New York. One review in
the Chicago Tribune reveals the impact that the novel had on the public. “Stories… like,
the Snake Pit should awaken us to the need of the proper care of the insane,” stated one
review. “The public is slowly becoming aware that most of our mental hospitals are
doing a frightfully bad job and need thoro[sic] overhauling.”40 Stories like Ward’s helped
spread perceptions that care in mental hospitals was insufficient, and added to growing
frustration for state hospitals.
The Snake Pit, both the film and the book, provided its audiences with shocking
interpretation of state hospitals that brought national attention to the need for state
hospital reform. A Dallas Morning Times article highlighted the negative implications of
state hospitals as portrayed in the film. Virginia, “might have recovered,” the paper
concluded, “had the asylum not been modeled after Nazi concentration camp.” The
article also notes that “prison like confinement,” prevented Virginia from making a
speedy recovery.41 The Christian Science Monitor declared the film, “a documentary
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rather than entertainment.”42 The Snake Pit’s portrayal of state hospitals as quasi penal
institutions incurred public outrage and fostered calls for mental health reform.
Journalists critiqued mental hospitals through documentary exposés, which also
helped forge a common purpose between reformers. Albert Deutsch’s The Shame of the
States, one of the most well-known and popular examples of these journalistic critiques,
documented the conditions in the nation’s worst mental hospitals and compared them to
Nazi concentration camps. The Shame of the States targeted both public and scholarly
audiences with its extreme portrayal of state hospital dysfunctionality. The Shame of the
States noted that eighty-five percent of mentally ill Americans resided in state mental
institutions, which testified to the need for mental health reform.43 One of Deutsch’s most
powerful articles detailed the deplorable conditions of the wards in Philadelphia State
Hospital for mental Diseases, also known as “Byberry.” It was of Byberry that Deutsch
said reminded him of Nazi concentration camps. “I entered buildings,” wrote Deutsch,
“swarming with naked humans herded like cattle and treated with less concern, pervaded
by a fetid odor so heavy so nauseating, that the stench seemed to have almost a physical
existence of its own.”44 In his discussion of state hospitals’ failures, he outlined two
opposing goals of state hospitals that prevented them from being effective. On the one
hand, state hospitals sought to provide curative treatments, and on the other they sought
to provide long-term custodial care for patients. Deutsch also stated that "curative"
treatments should be the most important function of state hospitals, and advocated for
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ridding hospitals of the custodial nature altogether.45 Deutsch’s work helped foster
growing calls for an overhaul to state hospitals across the nation.
Deutsch offered an alternative through what he called, “a therapeutic
community.”46 This “Ideal State Hospital,” as Deutsch referred to it, operated differently
from other state hospitals in that, for one, it theoretically existed in a society where
budget shortfalls, state politics, and a lack of psychiatric advancement did not exist.
Secondly, Deutsch believed that state hospitals, in order to be successful, would have to
participate in their local community, provide total freedom for patients with the exception
of those patients who truly posed a threat to society, and would rely on the patients’
family to provide a therapeutic environment.47 He envisioned an early form of a
community mental hospital, a notion that resonated throughout the 1950s and 1960s.48
Deutsch’s work helped connect the growing frustration for state hospitals to the
community-based alternatives envisioned by psychiatrist. His work identified therapeutic
communities as the common goal for mental health reform.
The impact of The Shame of the States reached concerned citizens across the
nation, and was familiar to at least some Texans. One editorial in The Dallas Morning
News informed readers that “His book should go far in awakening… the need for more
and better state hospitals.”49 Like Ward’s novel, Deutsch’s investigation inspired several
news articles published that year regarding the need for mental healthcare reform. An
article published in July 1948 in the Dallas Morning News wrote of the crisis faced by
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state hospitals in Texas, where patient populations had outpaced state facilities.50 Another
author wrote a scathing critique of Texas’s state hospitals in 1948 citing “state hospitals’”
tendency towards “asylums instead of places of curative treatment.”51 Those in Texas
concerned with the state hospital crisis found common ground with national advocates,
and viewed the promise of community-based treatments as the best alternatives to the
problems of Texas’s mental health system.
By the 1950s, community-based alternatives became increasingly popular
amongst reformers. Many mental health professionals, frustrated with the lack of
progress in state hospitals, called for public support for the creation of a communitybased hospitals to replace centralized state hospitals. Dr. Charles Gochen, a leading
member of the American Psychiatric Association, envisioned in 1958 that, “the problem
[of state hospitals] in the future will be solved by 1) community clinics…2) day
hospitals… and 3) small psychiatric units in general hospitals.”52 Another example of a
public endorsement for community mental health reform appeared in 1960 when Frank L.
Clements, an Austin community services consultant for the Texas Association for Mental
Health, said that mental hospitals needed to improve in three areas; “treating the ill, in
providing community aid…, and developing preventative methods.”53 Community-based
alternatives to mental hospitals became the shared purpose for a broad number of
reformers. The shared purpose took shape in the 1950s as reformers, increasingly
disillusioned with state hospitals, began to view community centered and non-custodial
as a necessary step in mental health reform.
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By the onset of the 1960s, mental health policy began to change as people turned
to the community as an answer to state hospital woes. Many professionals in the mental
health field embraced notions of community mental hospitals. In the Journal of Social
Issues, social psychiatrist Milton Greenblatt made recommendations for hospitals
transitioning to the community-centered model. Greenblatt defined a community mental
hospital as, “one closely in touch with the community, guiding the community in its
mental health developments.”54 Greenblatt cited that, “the concept of the therapeutic
community ha[d] already received explicit attention” from various mental health reforms,
which testifies to their shared sense of purpose.55 He also believed that, “the attainment
of a ‘community mental hospital,’ is the necessary outcome of social advances heretofore
achieved within the hospital.”56 By the late 1950s and early 1960s, community mental
health hospitals became the unifying goal of mental health reformers and inspired a broad
movement to seek alternatives to state hospitals.
The shared sense of purpose of reformers became a national imperative when
John F. Kennedy signed the Community Mental Health and Mental Retardation Act of
1963. Through the act, the federal government promised to subsidize state efforts to
construct community mental health centers and phase out state hospitals.57 In support of
the bill, President Kennedy held a news conference in March of 1963 in which he
condemned centralized state hospitals stating, “We have to offer something more than
crowded custodial care in our state institutions.” Kennedy went on to recommend the
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approach of community care over state hospitals: “Our task is… to treat [mentally ill
people] more effectively and sympathetically in the patient's own community.”58 When
the Community Mental Health Centers Act passed, it firmly planted the federal
government’s involvement in treating persons with mental illness. Furthermore, the act
went virtually unchallenged, attesting to the widespread support of community mental
health reform.59 Kennedy’s support illustrates that by 1963 that community mental health
reform became a national imperative and that community-based alternatives to mental
hospitals became the share goal of reformers across the nation.
The shared sense of purpose amongst reformers made the national community
mental health movement possible. This sense of purpose originated from a broad array of
reformers that saw state hospitals as increasingly flawed. The frustration that reformers
felt with mental hospitals caused them to turn away from traditional models of
centralized state hospitals and embrace new alternatives. Once community centers
became the common goal of mental health reformers, their purpose received national
attention and became the official mental health policy of the federal government.
Austin State Hospital’s Role in Mid-Twentieth Century Mental Health Reform
The history of ASH reflects the general historical trends of mental health
institutions nationally. The impetus for mental health reform at ASH began with the
federal government’s growing involvement in state-sponsored mental health reform. The
growing concern was also reflected in state politics and local audiences concerned with
growing demands for state resources from state mental institutions. The state government
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remained unable to embrace the new conceptions of mental health, and hoped that, with
enough funding, state hospitals could be improved and made effective again. This policy,
though necessary for improving state hospital facilities and training professional staff, did
not alleviate the state mental health system from its ballooning custodial population. The
frustrations that stemmed from the inability to enact real change without adhering to the
calls to overhaul Texas’ psychiatric institutions created a more sympathetic environment
for community-based mental health reform.
Austin State Hospital, originally named The Texas State Lunatic Asylum, was
founded in conjunction with a larger nineteenth-century reform movement that attempted
to provide care for America’s mentally ill population. Established in 1857 as the first
facility of its kind in Texas, the asylum emerged as part of a national reform spearheaded
by Dorothea Dix.60 Dix, and others like her, believed that, given the right care and
medical attention, “indigent” people could be cured of their ailments.61 The opening of
asylums across the nation marked the first attempt at government-sponsored aid for the
mentally ill. From the onset, asylums promised to cure people of mental conditions.62
Despite these goals, the inability to cure mental illness led mental hospitals to serve a
custodial role for their patients, which led to overcrowding and contributed to longstanding public perceptions that asylums (and later mental hospitals) were perpetually
overcrowded and unsanitary.
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The growth of Texas State Lunatic Asylum provides an excellent example of
tensions inherent in asylums that led to community mental health reforms in Texas. As
early as 1867 the asylum experienced its first struggle with overpopulation when it held
thirty-five male patients and thirty-five female, but only had a total of sixty beds.63
Conditions grew worse over time. Between 1866 and 1867 only six patients were
admitted to the hospital. Between 1876 and 1877, however, the total number of
admissions jumped to 39, and between 1887 and 1888 the total admissions reached 151.
Despite efforts to combat overcrowding, by the time Texas State Lunatic Asylum became
Austin State Hospital in 1925, the patient population reached 598.64 Increasing patient
populations remained a constant problem for ASH, as was the case in most state hospitals
across the nation, into the mid-twentieth century; by 1948, ASH held a patient population
of 3,150 that raised concerns from hospital superintendent, Dr. A. T. Hanretta.65 The
inability to reduce overcrowding added to a growing frustration regarding state hospitals
in Texas.
Texas’ state hospitals could not adequately decrease their patient populations
because many of their patients relied on the custodial care of state hospitals. A significant
population at ASH from the 1930s to the 1950s consisted of senile patients, who required
constant care and could not realistically be released from hospital care. In a survey taken
by the Board of Control in 1943 regarding the improvement of state facilities, Judge
Eugene C. Connolly remarked that the state should come up with a way to care for senile
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patients, “without having them committed as insane.” Chairman of the State Board of
Control Weaver H. Baker responded to Connelly’s suggestions, “There has been a need
for senile aged in Texas for many years,” but according to the law senile patients, “must
be committed insane before they can be committed in at all.” Baker also suggested that
Judge Connolly make his concerns known to his representative in the state legislature.66
Despite state hospitals’ mission to provide treatments and release patients, they were also
tasked with caring and housing people suffering from incurable conditions. Unable to
shed their custodial purpose, state hospitals became examples of why community-based
alternatives were necessary in Texas.
By the 1940s, national calls for improvements in mental health treatments caused
investigations in to state hospitals. The investigations revealed the inadequacies of state
hospital care and the centralized model for care, citing the hospitals’ growing patient
population and ineffective treatments as failures. In 1943, the United States Public Health
Service conducted a survey of Texas State Hospitals, and provided a detailed report of
ASH’s condition and made recommendations for the institution’s improvement. The
report indicated that ASH’s buildings had not been improved in the previous four years,
and that the main building (the current administration building) “contained serious fire
risks,” especially near the men’s wards. Each physician was responsible for anywhere
between 110 and 500 patients, depending on the needs of the hospital. Many patients
waited “in jail or elsewhere” before being admitted to ASH, though the waiting list had
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been reduced in recent years.67 Most importantly, the diversity of the patient population
at ASH proved an additional challenge for reformers, because of the difficulties in
securing the various resources necessary to provide a wide away of treatments. The
investigators distinguished between four different types of patients: “the disturbed”
meaning those suffering from chronic mental illness, tuberculosis patients, voluntary
patients, and “aged” patients. Investigators remarked that “little is done for the
disturbed,” but that “little restraint” was used on these patients, indicating patients at
ASH did not use punitive measures to enforce control over patient populations.68 The
investigators’ report described a hospital that was far from perfect, but it also detailed one
that was far from negligent or abusive. However, ASH’s persistent struggle to provide
custodial care for its growing patient population detracted from its ability to effectively
treat its patients, which added to reformers’ frustrations.
These inadequacies led to calls from state officials, such as Governor Shivers, to
include mental health reform as a public necessity for Texas’ citizens. State hospital
reform played a role in Shivers’ campaign, and he was quoted saying that Texas was
“First in oil, forty-eighth in mental hospitals… first in raising goats, last in caring for
state wards.”69 Shivers renewed commitment to Texas’ mental hospitals, special schools,
and tuberculosis wards and sought to enhance the state's mental health infrastructure to
strengthen reformers' role in Texas' mental health system. Shivers reorganized the state’s
mental board from the State Board of Control to the Board for Texas State Hospitals and
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Special Schools (BTSHSS) in hopes of creating a basis for new mental health reform. 70
The new board immediately sought to enforce institutional standards for all state
hospitals. “At the present time," one board member asserted, "the standards maintained
are inadequate for the care and treatment of patients… maintained by the State of
Texas.”71 The creation of the BTSHSS signified a renewed of political commitment to
addressing Texas' failing mental health system, and that the state shared in the common
purpose of mental health reformers.
Though many reformers advocated for community-based alternatives for mental
health, such ideas could not be instituted overnight. "Resources of funds, competent
personnel, etc, are also extremely limited," wrote sociologist Irvin V. Shannon as he
explained the lack of growth in community-oriented mental health services in 1951. "The
backlog of individuals in the community needing and wanting treatment is so large and
growing at such a rate," Shannon observed "it is inevitable that most of the resources will
go into treatment-directed facilities."72 States, including Texas, accordingly focused
depopulating senile patients and updating aging facilities. "If we built properly and
staffed adequately," suggested Dr. Goerge W. Jackson of the BTSHSS, "we'd have
enough space [in state hospitals] now."73 The state, out of necessity, focused its efforts
first improving its state hospitals. However, while a necessary step in mental health
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reform, improving state hospitals alone did not offer long-term solutions to Texas' mental
health crisis.
The BTSHSS set out to improve state hospitals, but soon found that
improvements alone only offered temporary fixes to a problem that required a long-term
solution. In September of 1949 the goals outlined by Governor Shivers and the BTSHSS
faced the same hurdles of funding and growing patient populations that had long plagued
state hospitals. One newspaper reporter detailed the inadequate funding for state
hospitals, citing that, in addition to operational funds, the board required at least
$20,000,000 for the construction of new buildings. Estimates for the state’s annual
income in 1950 anticipated revenue somewhere between $40,000,000, and $50,000,000.
In light of criticisms that commitment to state hospitals would push the state into deficit,
Governor Shiver’s “urged the new state hospital board to figure its needs as economically
as possible.”74 Even in the attempt to provide renewed commitment and reform state
hospitals, the governor and the BTSHSS could not escape the dichotomy of the opposing
forces inherent in state hospitals. As improvements for state hospitals only offered
temporary fixes, state officials and mental health reformers became increasingly
disillusioned with state hospitals.
The BTSHSS began investigating the conditions of Texas State Hospitals in 1950.
It found that state hospitals across Texas suffered from overcrowding and an overall
saturated patient population. The report cited ASH as among the largest state hospitals in
Texas, and held largest population of 3,188 patients.75 Patient readmission became a
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constant struggle after 1946 when admission rates reached over 1,000 patients and
remained as high for the remainder of the decade.76 The number of newly admitted
patients also proved problematic when in 1942 the number of new admissions increased
steadily and peaked in 1949 when newly admitted patients reached over 4,000 annually.77
Austin State Hospital mirrored statewide trends in its population; out of its total
population of 3,188, 58 percent belonged to the continuous treatment category.78 The
BTSHSS understood that state hospitals inevitably faced the challenges of rising costs,
the need for greater access to treatment, and demands for new facilities, but without a
viable alternative the BTSHSS had little choice but to focus on state hospital
improvement. However, the futility of maintaining state hospitals reinforced calls to seek
out alternatives that would revolutionize the mental health system.
In a meeting on June 14, 1952, the BTHSHSS set new priorities after their
meeting with State Legislative Board in hopes of alleviating conditions in state hospitals.
However, as the board focused on improving the existing hospital system, the state found
itself committing more funds to improve state hospitals that yielded few long-term
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results. The BTHSHSS petitioned to allocate the $600,000 Reserve Fund for state
hospital use. In addition, they emphasized, “the care and treatment of the criminally
insane,” and “a policy for immediate and long range care and treatment of seniles [sic]
and custodial cases.”79 The priorities outlined for the BTSHSS’s discussion with the
Legislative Board shows the diversity in patient needs state hospitals sought to provide.
Many of the patients outlined in the report, like senile and "custodial case" testifies to the
dual expectations of hospitals that continued to beleaguer the state sponsored mental
health care. The inability of the BTSHSS to create real change made reformers’ calls to
overhaul the state mental health system more appealing.
Therefore, when BTSHSS pledged increasing sums of money for state hospital
improvements, many concerned with mental health reform--including several board
members--felt uneasy about the state’s ability to provide for the rising costs of state
intuitions. In September 1953, the board reviewed the request for “urgent improvements”
at various state institutions. The board then approved a total of $155,000 dollars for
improvement projects, and affirmed a $1,957 bid for nurses’ station counters, as well as a
buildings program totaling $10,235,000, of which ASH received $800,000 for a new
Administrative Building to accommodate another 125 patients, and $900,000 for a new
men’s ward building which would house 375 additional patients.80 One Dallas Morning
News detailed the frustrations of the increasing costs of improving state hospitals and the
lack of progress in reducing patient populations. “The $35,000,000 seven year building
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program,” the author wrote, “is not keeping pace with demands for bed space.”81 Even
though the BTSHSS and state hospital personnel generally sought to improve the care
offered at state institutions, they found that simply improving upon the old state hospital
system was not enough to enact a lasting change for mental health in Texas.
Out of this frustration, reformers turned to a new type of state hospital, one that
psychiatric reformers asserted emphasized cooperation between communities and state
psychiatric hospitals. One work that placed Austin State Hospital at the center of this
debate surrounding the trajectory of state hospitals came from Ivan Belknap’s Human
Problems of a State Hospital.82 Belknap, a medical sociologist who studied Texas mental
hospitals, highlighted the various problems with centralized state intuitions for the
mentally ill. Published in 1956, the study compiled three years of Belknap’s own
observations of ASH, and compared the hospital to similar institutions throughout the
United States. The problems of state hospitals, he asserted, arose out of their “historical
growth” as institutions that were “themselves obstacles in the development of an effective
program for treatment of the mentally ill.”83 Belknap viewed the problems of state
hospitals as historical in origin, and used ASH as a case study to prove the necessity of
adopting community-based mental health initiatives in Texas.
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Belknap openly called for the creation of a community mental health program in
Texas, citing ASH as an example as why mental health reform had to abandon the
centralized state hospital model. Belknap admitted that improvements had been made in
state hospitals in general, both in their treatment of patients and in providing better
facilities. But, he also pointed out that part of state hospitals’ inability to provide a cure
for patients stemmed from a lack of scientific knowledge regarding severe mental
illnesses. From his perspective, demands placed on state hospitals to cure and release
patients were never realistic. The largest problems for state hospitals, for Belknap,
derived from “the evolution of state care,” which “has certainly not involved cumulative
improvements, one upon another.” Instead, Belknap described an evolution of state
hospitals that looked, “more like a process of incoherent patchwork, interspersed with
alternating periods of improvement and decay.”84 Successful treatment of mental health
reform had been consistently undermined by public apathy, political manipulation, a lack
of funds, and personnel shortages.85 The custodial function of state hospitals, he asserted,
remained directly incompatible with treatment because “Hospitalization was regarded as
an end in itself,” and few saw a need to incorporate positive forms of therapy.86
Belknap’s arguments made clear to mental health reformers that state hospitals could
never provide adequate treatments for mental illness, and encouraged reformers to
explore alternative solutions.
At Austin State Hospital, Belknap noted three problems of Texas State Hospitals
that remained consistent through the institutions history: a lack of building space, the
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administration’s organization, and personnel.87 His assertion corroborated evidence in the
Public Health Service Reports, the BTSHSS minutes, and the Executive Staff Minutes of
ASH. In each, lack of ample space and funding for hospitals, and the shockingly high
doctor to patient ratios, created the biggest dilemmas. ASH treated these deficiencies,
Belknap asserted, “as if they were merely temporary disturbances in an otherwise ordered
system.”88 Consequently, an unofficial policy developed in Texas state hospitals whereby
administrators would resort to “putting off” dealing with major issues or providing
temporary fixes to hospitals’ organization until problems became so great that the
administration and state legislature were forced to face them. Belknap also showed that
the organization of the hospital centered less on medical treatment and more on custodial
asylum, and described ASH “as a modernized more humane custodial asylum.”89
Belknap’s study proved that the hospital was, in fact, designed to care for patients in the
long term, despite the demands of the public and the goals of the mental health field to
treat and release patients. He thus asserted that mental health reform in Texas should
adopt the new methods of community based care that promised more effective
treatments.
Belknap’s work significantly highlighted the treatment of patients, questioning the
therapies used at ASH and the effectiveness of the hospital’s programs, and further
brought the inefficiencies of the state hospital system to the surface of state hospital
reform. He reported that about 49 percent of cases admitted to ASH were furloughed or
discharged within a year, and asserted that many patients were not in need of custodial
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care. Those people that remained longer than a year had an increasing chance of being
transferred to one of the “wards of final destination.”90 Patients that became permanent
wards of the state hospital, of which ASH held some 1,700, generally fell into four
different diagnoses: schizophrenia, psychosis with cerebral arteriosclerosis, senile
psychoses, and psychotic disorders associated with mental deficiencies. Of these patients
Belknap distinguished between “hopeless cases” and “institutional cures,” or those
patients who remained healthy so long as they remained under the constant care and
supervision of the hospital.91 Belknap's study told that ASH, as a case study of state
hospitals in general, provided care for their patients, but that the institution also created
and perpetuated the problems it faced. This realization caused many mental health
reformers in Texas to view community-based mental health reforms as necessary to
fulfilling the goals of mental health reform.
ASH executive meeting notes reinforce many of Belknap’s assertions about ASH.
At a meeting held November 13, 1958, Dr. Sedberry, a chief psychiatrist at Austin State
Hospital, discussed the need to spread out patients across Wards A, B, G, H, and F
because, “C- D & E are always overcrowded.”92 In the minutes from November 19, 1958,
the executive staff discussed the problems of Austin State Hospital’s high admission,
stating, “The figures shown reveal that [Austin State Hospital has] the highest percentage
of admissions as compared with other institutions.”93 Controlling patients in such
crowded conditions often proved difficult. In a meeting held on October 29, 1958, the
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executive staff discussed the problems of patients climbing on the roof of hospital
buildings. To curb patients’ excursions to the hospital’s roof, the staff suggested, “some
sort of protective shields… under the roof,” or “plow shears… cut in half and placed on
the top of the posts,” or as suggested by Superintendent Dr. Hoerster suggested, the use
of “grease paint might be another solution.”94 The executive staff, stretched thin with not
enough resources, focused on maintaining control over patients and regulating their
behavior. Yet, staff’s ability to control patient populations had its limits, and the
hospital’s staff only acted in reaction to tragedy instead of providing treatments to
prevent it. At the conclusion of the staff’s meeting in November 5, 1959 the staff
discussed a patient suicide. The patient “used a spoon to cut his wrists.” Dr. Hoerster’s
response was short and logical; “attendants should pick up the silverware while patients
are still seated… to make sure that all silverware has been collected before patients
leave.”95 Underfunded and overburdened, ASH’s main concern was to keep patients safe
rather than provide them with effective treatments.
Belknap concluded that, in order to become efficient treatment centers, mental
hospitals had to shed their custodial role. To do so, Belknap pointed to the patients’
community as a resource, where the care of a patient would fall under the responsibility
of the family. “From the time of its foundation the hospital has defined as an institution
which must carry out two contradictory… and unrelated functions,” Belknap concluded.
“One… of treating the mentally ill. The other… of serving as a more efficient poor
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farm.”96 To remedy state hospitals’ contradictory goals, Belknap advocated for
community-based model of mental healthcare. Belknap defined the community-based
model as “involving treatment in the community environment of the patient, with
hospitalization reduced to a phase, rather than a center for treatment.”97 Belknap’s
assertions targeted ASH as a prime location where reformers could experiment with
community-based mental health reform.
Belknap offered an alternative that allowed community-based mental health
programs to proliferate without requiring states to build their mental health infrastructure
anew. He envisioned a mental health organization that would be “kept in local
communities” and should be “financed jointly by state and community.” These
organizations would be “under… the control of a central state commission for mental
health.”98 These hospitals that he called “decentralized hospitals” would then be rid of
providing custodial care. “Family, visiting-nurse, and foster-home care in the locality,”
Belknap asserted would replace “much of the present ward care.” He also believed that
those patients who were not in need of psychiatric care but required additional living
assistance should be treated in their communities as well under the responsibilities of
“Old Age Assistance, Old Age and Survivors Insurance, and Federal rehabilitation
programs.”99 Belknap thus offered an alternative that re-envisioned state hospitals as
offering services that complimented community mental health services, and made
community mental health reforms feasible.
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Belknap’s thesis was part of a growing mental health reform movement that
accepted community mental health care as a viable alternative to mental hospitals. One
sociological review wrote of Belknap’s argument in 1957, “many observers will agree
with the author that overgrown state hospitals are the chief obstacle in the progress
toward mental health today.”100 Human Problems of a State Hospital reached the ears of
those concerned with state hospitals in Texas. In The Dallas Morning News, one author
suggested that “few books are in need of a wide market as much as this one.”101
Belknap’s alternatives appeared ever more plausible as greater numbers of reformers
accepted community mental health as their shared goal.
The changes in mental health policies were also made known to the public. One
newspaper report in 1962 detailed the Texas’ strategy for long-term mental health reform.
The directors of the Texas Association for Mental Health recommended a plan focused
on establishing preventative care, rehabilitation, and out-patient programs in local
communities. The article recommended that the state legislature prepare “a community
mental health act in Texas… so that community services for the mentally ill be
developed,” and coordinated by the state.102 Thus by the early 1960s, mental health
reform in Texas shifted away from centralized state hospitals, as well as an optimistic
belief that communities would provide the necessary support for the mentally ill that state
hospitals could not.
State officials, equally frustrated with state hospitals, aligned with reformers’
shared purpose of community-based mental health. Governor Connally, JFK’s political
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ally in Texas, echoed the federal government’s endorsement for community mental health
centers. In 1965, Connally recommended an increase in the State of Texas’ budget by
$254 million to sponsor state social services, including mental health reform.103 Connally,
“urged social and welfare agencies,” like mental hospitals, “ to find a positive approach
to Texas’ biggest problems.” He argued for the use of “‘imaginative, relentless research’
in a complex of social ills, most of which contribute to a chain reaction effect,” that affect
other social problems, such as crime, education, health, and mental illness.104 “There is
no limit to what we can achieve in physical, social and mental health through research
and its proper application,” Connally told newspapers in 1963.105 The large expansion of
state support for social programs led by Governor Connally provided community mental
health advocates with the financial and political support necessary to begin
experimenting with locally-based mental health practices, and allowed reformers to lay
the foundations of a new model for state-sponsored mental health.
Mental hospitals played a part in these new reforms by focusing their attentions
on community involvement in mental health treatments. ASH served as a leading state
hospital, and, under the leadership of Superintendent Dr. Sam A. Hoerster, worked
towards reformers’ goals of a decentralized, community based mental health system. The
Austin American Statesman touted ASH as “one of the state-owned psychiatric in the
nation,” and “no doubt the showplace of Texas institutions from every angle.”106 ASH
embraced the “new aspect of mental health” by instituting new psychiatric training that
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transformed the hospital into “a place where someone could send their loved one and
expect to get them back after successful treatment.”107 ASH achieved these improvements
through additional funding, staff training, and by relying “on the resources of the
community to boost treatment.”108 ASH became a leader in local mental health treatments
and reform through the renewed commitment to mental health instigated by the
community mental health reformers.
The growth of community mental health reforms largely reflects national trends.
Reformers recognized the need to address the state hospital crisis in Texas, but the
inability of state hospitals to shed their custodial roles caused many reformers to turn to
alternative forms of mental health treatments out of frustration. Faced with the seemingly
endless rising costs of improving mental hospitals, the Texas government turned to
reformers and their shared sense of purpose for an answer to its state hospital woes. With
the reformers common cause, and the support of both state and federal governments,
community mental health became the objective for reformers in Texas. However,
Belknap’s study and ASH’s ability to focus its efforts on community-based treatments
created space for state hospitals in the community mental health reform movement and
set an example for hospitals across the state.
Conclusion
The continued crisis of state hospitals led to a rising need to address the United
States’ failing mental health system as a public concern. A broad number of people
expressed this concern, which forged a broad call for the need to address the crisis in
state hospitals. The inability to incur change within state hospital systems led to growing
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frustration with centralized models for mental health care, and reformers’ common cause
became a shared purpose to seek alternative models of mental health treatments. The
shared sense of crisis and need for a solution to the problems of state hospitals became a
shared sense of purpose as reformers began identified community-based alternatives as
imperative for mental health reform.
ASH, as a hospital that was imperfect but functional and as one that mirrored
trends in state hospitals nationally, provides a glimpse into how mental health reformers’
forged their shared sense of purpose at a local level. ASH served as a good representation
of the conditions of state hospitals, which allowed reformers to expose the inherent flaws
in mental institutions. By pointing out these flaws, reformers like Ivan Belknap argued
for the necessity of community mental health reforms. The shared goals of reformers in
Texas coalesced around community-based alternatives as reformers proved that state
hospitals were inherently flawed in their design as both custodial and treatment centers,
and that the community served as the most plausible alternative to centralized state
hospitals.
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III. THE GROWTH OF COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
REFORMS AND RESISTANCE IN THE 1960S
Historians have generally analyzed the rise and fall of twentieth-century
American liberalism by focusing on the ways that individualistic notions of citizenship
affected society by examining the past through race, gender, and class condition, access
to political power and economic opportunity. They have shown how Americans debated
the role of government in everyday life in a wide variety of institutional settings,
including public schools, prisons, housing, workplaces, and many more. Few, however,
have examined what the longer arc of American liberalism, and the rise of late-twentiethcentury conservatism, meant for mental health care. When they have examined the
changing dynamics of the nation’s mental health systems in the last half-century, scholars
have tended to focus narrowly on the process known as ‘deinstitutionalization.’ The main
actors tend to be budget-conscious and anti-government officials in the late 1970s and
1980s. As the relatively unknown history of mental health care reform in Texas shows,
however, the movement for community-based government-funded mental health reform
both complements and sheds new light on the broader history of American liberalism.
The political wrangling over reform not only predated the conflicts over
deinstitutionalization, the earlier battles were deeply revealing about the changing nature
of individual opportunity and the role of the government in citizens’ lives during the
1960s.
Commitment to community mental health centers as part of postwar mental health
reform in Texas reached its zenith in the early 1960s during what can be seen as the high
point of American liberalism. After World War II, according to historian Ira Katznelson,
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the growth and evolution of the federal government “proceeded in circumstances of
reoccurring and escalating emergency without the benefit of an established starting point
and without a fixed repertoire of public policies that were effective and legitimate.”109
However, postwar liberals could “draw on a wide array of options developed by policy
intellectuals…who sought to invent alternatives… in an insufficient status quo.”110 In the
context of community mental health reforms, this meant that a wide variety of Americans
perceived both a crisis in the dominant model of psychiatric mental health care at the
time and the possibility to address that crisis by using federal power to reinvigorate
psychiatric care at the community level. World War II marked an important turning point
in the history of psychiatry, as many public observers and experts came to believe that
psychiatric methods could help solve the grand problems of mass society. By the 1960s, a
wide range of credentialed experts inside government and out had concluded that
decentralization of mental health care could resolve the “stockpiling of patients” that was
impinging upon patient freedom and limiting the effectiveness of large-scale hospitals as
those crises has been identified in the 1950s. The top-down push for decentralization of
the health care system thus fits squarely within the larger narrative of postwar liberal
reform politics.
Mental health reform, which relied heavily at first on psychiatrists’ intellectual
expertise, was countered on many different sides in the 1960s. The 1960s serves as the
peak of government involvement and psychiatric expertise understood as a common
societal purpose. However, even as psychiatric influence reached its apex in mental
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health reform, many including the general public, psychiatrists, and state officials
questioned reformers’ power. The challenges to psychiatric influence grew as reformers
debated the purpose of reforms, as the changes to mental health reform required
increasing funds from the state, and as the lack of protection for patients’ civil liberties in
psychiatric commitments became the subject of public concern. Time and time again,
confidence in community-based models of mental health reform was undermined, even as
reformers sought strengthen their ability to revolutionize mental health care.
The growing tensions between reformers and those who challenged their efforts
converged in one unusual sanity hearing of Dr. Wendell Thrower in 1963. One of Texas’s
most sensationalized sanity hearings, Dr. Thrower’s case, revealed the mounting
pressures beneath the surface of mental health reform. Those contentions included fears
regarding psychiatrists’ growing power as agents of state mental health reform, a
rejection of elite specialists and their growing role in everyday life, and anxieties
regarding the ambiguous nature of psychiatric definitions. At the heart of these anxieties
lay the contested ground between individual liberties and psychiatric authority, which
came to dominate discussions of mental health reform and undermined the shared sense
of purpose that reformers relied upon.
These debates over the methods, purposes, and control of mental health care were
exacerbated by the increasingly limited access to state funding and political commitment.
Though at first federal and state governments committed substantial resources to reform,
funding waned over time, especially as the costs of community mental health reform
grew to higher levels than originally expected. Reformers, whose shared visions were
generally supported by the public, state officials, and mental health professionals in the
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early 1960s, struggled to maintain a cohesive effort from a broad coalition of supporters
by the end of the decade. Together, then, wide ranging questions about the nature of
mental health care combined with limited access to funding caused the bonds that
sustained mental health reform to fragment.
The zenith of reformers’ power, and the resulting fragmentation of that common
purpose, took shape in political conflicts over how to manage the local, state, and federal
governmental collaboration that would make community mental health reform feasible.
Politics further disrupted reform efforts as some people came to question the extensive
investment of federal resources for community mental health centers in independent and
dynamic local settings. And, at the same time, a push from a new patient rights
movement called into question the overweening power of psychiatrists, as reform-minded
psychiatric experts, along with patients and their allies, sought to address longstanding
problems associated with mental health. The community mental health movement arose
out of a rejection of the traditional model of centralized state mental hospitals and
focused on expanded federal support for a new kind of community involvement in the
care of people with mental illness. However, reformers’ reliance on state resources and
expert authority prompted questions from both a new right and a new left about the role
of the state and expertise in mental health care. Thus did the once bold commitment to
using federal resources to empower community-based mental health care fragment along
unpredictable lines.
In Texas, which largely followed national trends of mental health reform, activists
in the early 1960s had come to believe that community health centers provided the
answers to the problems that had long challenged mental hospitals. Texas quickly
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embraced the objectives of community-centered reforms and made great strides in
establishing local mental health facilities, so much so that the Board of Mental Health
and Mental Retardation (MHMR) claimed Texas as a national leader in mental health
reform.111 More funding for care at more flexible institutions promised to be more
efficient, more just, and more effective. The federally funded, state coordinated effort
between community mental health centers and Austin State Hospital (ASH), for instance,
made substantial headway in reducing patient populations and created strange alliances in
Texas for more effective health care between psychiatrists, government officials, and the
public in favor of local treatment centers.
Though many reformers shared a common sense of purpose throughout the 1960s,
community mental health reforms also led to a growing resistance against psychiatric
power and state authority. As the power of psychiatrists and government officials grew
stronger, many felt uneasy about how much power psychiatrists wielded, especially as
government influence increased in mental health reform. Resistance also formed as
community mental health care costs continued to grow. The expanding needs of
community mental health centers coincided with declining commitment from Texas
legislators to funding those centers, leading to growing tensions between reformers who
fought for more access to a shrinking funding pool. Furthermore, the exact nature of
community mental health centers remained contested as professionals argued over the
role of mental hospitals in the reform, and as a new patient rights movement challenged
the experts’ model of community mental institutions. By the late 1960s and early
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1970s—well before the more familiar process of “deinstitutionalization” was
underway—the once strong and diverse support for government-funded community
based mental health care had already begun to fragment.
The Peak of the Community Mental Health Reform Effort
By the beginning of the 1960s, the community mental health movement had
gained substantial support from psychiatrists and sociologists. Ivan Belknap, for instance,
used has position as a medical sociologist to study Texas mental hospitals in the late
1950s and argue that the problem mental hospitals faced in providing medical treatment
for mental illness grew out the institutions’ two contradictory ideals. Mental hospitals
sought to provide short-term treatments to mentally ill people, while at the same time
serving as custodial institutions where “indigent” persons could be kept away from
“normal” society.112 Many professionals agreed with Belknap’s assertions and argued for
the need to reform mental hospitals by creating community-focused alternatives to mental
hospitals.
Momentum for reform built in the late 1950s and led to the push for centrallyfunded, but geographically dispersed and administratively independent community-based
mental health facilities as an alternative to centralized mental hospitals. In theory,
community based centers would operate in a way that would make state hospitals all but
obsolete. Community-based reforms grew out of the widely held view that many patients
residing in state hospitals did not require custodial care, and that state hospitals
warehoused people who had the potential to be productive citizens. Reformers believed
that they could use their expertise to liberate mentally ill persons from hospitals and
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provide more effective treatments. Community-based centers would focus on providing
outpatient therapy and preventive care that encouraged what reformers defined as good
mental health. This method promised to drastically reduce patient populations in state
hospitals and provide better care to patients without isolating them in mental hospitals. In
order for reformers’ shared goals to become a reality, they had to combat the existing
stigma of mental illness in public opinion, secure political support and funding, define the
relationships between the State of Texas and psychiatrists in local communities, and
mediate with existing mental hospitals.113
A major turning point for the reform movement came in 1960 with the election of
President John F. Kennedy. As Kennedy knew from firsthand experience, the mental
health system held immense power to shape the lives of patients like his mentally
handicapped sister, Rosemary Kennedy.114 President Kennedy thus pushed through the
key act that solidified federal support for mental health reform, the Community Mental
Healthcare Act of 1963 as part of his “New Frontier” legislation. Contemporaries
understood Kennedy’s backing for community-based care as “the centerpiece” of a plan
“for bringing the mentally ill back to a useful life, and preventing new cases [of mental
illness] earlier.” Such observers expected community mental health centers to allow
patients to receive treatments while acting as productive, “useful” members of society.115
The notion that community centers could make mentally ill persons productive members
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of their communities remained a central theme in the community mental health
movement that unified reformers.
The increased federal commitment to mental health reforms provided the grounds
that made it possible to turn psychiatrists’ theoretical rethinking of mental health care
into practical reform. Kennedy promised that at least half of the patient population in the
nation’s state hospitals would be released into society if mental health care followed the
community care reform.116 The president’s plan also made the federal government key to
the implementation of the community mental health center reforms by granting
substantial federal funds to state organizations, promising to subsidize up to 75 percent of
states’ costs in establishing community centers for the first year, with diminishing funds
for the following four years.117 The substantial increase in federal support created an
environment that made large-scale experimentation possible through mental health
professionals who largely shared similar visions of community based mental healthcare.
Most reformers believed that local communities could support mental health
centers with federal government aid, and increasingly they turned to federal funding to
compensate for the deficiencies of local resources. The 1963 Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Bill authorized up to $230 million for the construction of mental health
centers between 1965 and 1968. The act promised state governments grants of $150
million to aid in the construction of mental health centers over three years, as well as $26
million in grants for additional mental retardation research centers, $32.5 million for
research and treatment facilities working in connection with universities, $67.5 million in
grants for over four years for the construction of mental retardation treatment centers, $53
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million over three years for specialized training for teachers working with mentally
impaired children and research for the education of mentally handicapped children.118
Texas received $30 million to construct and staff community facilities through 1965.119
Whereas mental health had previously been considered a local or state issue, the federal
government became a major factor in shaping mental health policy and provided key
funds that made the shared purpose of community mental health reforms possible.
In addition to federal funds, pharmaceutical advancements also made treatments
in community centers more feasible than they had ever been previously. Advocates for
the new centers hoped that new antipsychotic medications, such as Thorazine, could
make rehabilitation of severely mentally ill persons possible. New “methods of treatment
and tranquilizers,” doctors expected, would “reduce treatment time to weeks or months,”
and “be paid for as any other hospital or medical cost.”120 The advent of Thorazine
helped forge reformers’ common goals because it allowed reformers to imagine for the
first time a mental health system in which patients could be treated from their
communities through new medical treatments.
Community Mental Health Reforms in Texas
Local Austin newspaper reports reveal the sense of purpose that federal mental
health legislation fostered in communities during the 1960s. In October 1964, one year
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after Kennedy passed the Mental Retardation and Community Mental Health Centers Act
of 1963, the State of Texas began its plans to overhaul its mental health treatment
programs. Dr. Moody C. Bettis, a psychiatrist and coordinator for the office of Mental
Health Planning, told the Austin chapter of the American Society for Public
Administration that, as one reporter put it, “Community mental health centers can wipe
out one of man’s cruelest experiences, living under the anti-social stigma of having been
in a mental hospital.”121 Though he was optimistic regarding the ability to cure mental
illness, Dr. Bettis was less certain about government support for the project. He warned
that state legislators could be fickle, perhaps undermining support for the reforms after
construction of community centers began. Reformers like Bettis were well aware that the
political and economic contexts could shift at any moment, changing the direction of
reform.122 Bettis knew the community mental healthcare movement faced significant
resistance. For the time being, though, there was a significant level of determination and
unity of purpose among reformers as they pursued their efforts to establish a viable
alternative to mental hospitals.
Reform of mental health care and the push for community-based care centers in
the 1960s rested on the power of expertise to institute change. Like Bettis, many
psychiatrists believed that mental illness should be treated as a medical condition without
stigma. Bettis encapsulated the common belief amongst psychiatrists that mental illness
stemmed from an individual’s “failure to adapt,” and that patient should not be “shipped
to a hospital for removal.”123 These professional beliefs reinforced the perception that
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“the community” held the potential to nurse a person back to “good health.” Reformers in
the 1960s, like their counterparts in mental hospitals, similarly felt they held the
knowledge and authority to “fix” the problem of mental illness, and placed much of the
power of community mental health centers in the hands of experts. Expert opinion
exerted heavy influence over the trajectory of community mental health reforms and
helped rationalize both their shared sense of purpose as well as their power in the
community mental health center movement.
The shared purpose of community mental health reform became a statewide
mission in 1965 when, under the guidance of Governor John Connolly, Texas created its
own community mental health plan to work in conjunction with federal funds. The Texas
Plan for Mental Health Services emphasized the need to rely on community resources for
the state’s future mental health policy. The plan suggested that communities should
receive state and federal funds in order to build their own comprehensive mental health
centers.124 This latest plan for mental health reform proposed twenty-one community
centers to serve areas with populations ranging from 136,000 to 1,650,000 people.125 The
commitment to reform from state and federal government officials placed the goals of
community mental health reform in sight and added to the reformers’ sense of common
purpose.
The Role of the ASH in Clearing the Path to Community Mental Health Reform
Austin State Hospital won praise for its forward thinking programs, and thus
hospital administrators shared a sense of purpose with reformers. At the outset of the
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decade, many in Austin had been proud of the city’s mental hospital precisely because it
was ahead of its time in moving away from institutionalization. In 1960, The Austin
American celebrated ASH for its outpatient clinic, which allowed patients to “to meet
their everyday problems and continue to work and live in familiar surroundings.”126 The
basic concept behind the program was to provide treatment for patients without requiring
hospitalization.127 The BTSHSS praised success of such programs in their 1961 Annual
Report. “There should not be any difficulty in appreciating the fact that…patients…seen
at these [outpatient] clinics…have continued to adjust their communities,” the report
stated, adding that these patients “would have otherwise contributed to increase the
already overcrowded population of the mental hospital.” The BTSHSS also noted the
programs provided “obvious economic saving for the state.”128 The outpatient programs
strove to achieve similar goals as community mental health programs and allowed some
reformers to see a role for ASH in the new community-based reform movement.
In effect, ASH had already begun to weave a network of relationships that
resembled the community-oriented mental health system that reformers sought. ASH
served a twenty-six county district with a population of over two million, which stretched
from Waco in north-central Texas 185 miles to the southeast in Houston.129 Managing the
hospital’s rated bed capacity of 2,608 and average daily census of 2,979, could only be
possible with support from general hospitals, local communities, and private mental
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healthcare institutions.130 In Austin, three other hospitals provided care for patients
pending admission to state or federal hospitals. Brackenridge Hospital had a rated bed
capacity at 271. St. David’s Community Hospital had 124 beds. And the private mental
hospital, Oak Ridge Sanitarium, could serve 36 patients.131 Furthermore, the Austin State
Hospital District served several more urban counties that generally provided diverse
solutions for patient treatment. Residents of Harris County, within ASH’s district, had
access to seven psychiatric facilities where patients could be treated temporarily.
Residents of Waco and Temple could also find psychiatric treatment through federal
hospitals via the Veterans Administration.132 In total, Austin State Hospital could rely on
seventeen other psychiatric facilities to provide temporary treatment or custodial care for
court-ordered patients.133 The hospital’s relationship with the surrounding communities
earned ASH a reputation as a progressive institution that embraced the same goals as
community mental health reformers.
ASH’s reputation for public transparency also aligned the hospitals’ purpose with
community mental health reformers. In March 1960, ASH held an open house as a part of
its participation in Mental Health Week. The open house displayed a “cross section” of
the hospital to visitors between 1:00 and 4:00, when the public could tour select wards,
meet hospital staff, and witness “a demonstration of the electroencephalograph, surgical
clinics, dentistry department, admission and intensive treatment units, and administration
section.”134 Key aspects of the hospital’s cutting-edge medical programs amazed local
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visitors. The open house also made an effort to address some of the controversial
treatments, like electroshock therapy, by having resident physician Dr. Ferrell Hillman
explain the treatments and answer questions.135 By providing a degree of transparency
through public interactions, ASH staff could portray the hospital as orderly and clean,
and as one that operated using the latest technologies with highly professional staff.
Administrators sought to use the open house to reduce the public stigma towards
mental hospitals, and they had some success. The press covered the details of the open
house and sang the praises of ASH. One reporter noted, “Modern facilities to house
patients have appreciably reduced ‘disturbed’ behavior and property damage, especially
in ‘chronic’ patients.”136 ASH administrators claimed to use the newest technologies
alongside the most effective treatments, and to avoid hospitalization whenever possible.
“The three-minute cure for mental illness is still quite distant,” one report concluded, “but
the public can see what is being done to effect cure.”137 The depiction of ASH countered
common stereotypes of mental hospitals in the mid-twentieth century. Austinites in the
early 1960s saw ASH as a state hospital that was successfully meeting the needs of the
growing numbers of patients in its wards, and that was avoiding locking people up at all
costs. These perceptions of ASH reinforced the authority of psychiatric experts and the
common purpose of mental health reform by providing an example of what a “good”
state hospital looked like. To most people in the 1960s, it appeared much like ASH
portrayed itself: clean, efficient, transparent, focused on patient release, and to a
significant degree even decentralized.
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ASH’s good relationship with local volunteers illustrates how common purpose of
mental health reform existed between the hospital and the community. Paula Womack,
Volunteer Coordinator at ASH in the early 1960s, celebrated the positive relationship
between the hospital and the community. She conveyed her gratitude and appreciation
toward the Austin American’s coverage of ASH’s successful programs in both its
education and treatment programs. “Much credit for the public’s change of attitude
towards mental illness,” she wrote, “is due to your paper’s interpretation of our treatment
and training programs here at Austin State Hospital.” Womack revealed a relationship of
trust between the public ASH staff that provides another layer to the perceived common
purpose of mental health reforms in the 1960s. Womack concluded, “Your willingness to
help us acquaint with our needs and our accomplishments is greatly appreciated by our
entire staff.”138 ASH’s ability to convince the public of its important role in mental health
treatments occurred through the hospital’s commitment to continued improvement in care
for its patients, which fostered common goals of mental health reform between the public
and the hospital.
ASH’s efforts to build a positive image continued throughout the 1960s and
connected the hospital to the common mission of facilitating mental health reform in the
community. In June 1963, ASH superintendent Dr. Sam A. Hoerster used media to
provide the public with a glimpse into life within the wards of ASH. In one newspaper
report, Betty MacNabb, a reporter from The Austin American, depicted patients with
severe mental and physical illness, people too ill to care for themselves on their own and
described to her readers the necessity of state hospitals. Her story made clear to readers
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that the medical care and personal relationships the hospital offered meant a great deal to
those people who likely could not survive without ASH care. One patient, for example,
did not know the year or where he was living, and suffered from advanced stages of lung
cancer. Dr. Hoerster told MacNabb that the hospital “can do nothing for him” and the
patient had but two weeks to live.139 Readers also learned of an elderly female patient
who had previously been released from ASH into her daughter’s custody, only to return
after her mental illness resurfaced. ASH staff suggested that the woman would likely
receive better care in a nursing home, which showed an attempt to provide the best care
for her as well as reduce the number of patients in need of custodial care. When stories
like MacNabb’s surfaced in local newspapers, they likely created sympathy for patients
and personalized their lives to public readers. Such patient stories also explained to the
public the reasons why mental hospitals were still needed, the importance of the care that
they offered, and connected ASH to the shared purpose of mental health reform.
In the early 1960s, a profound sense of shared purpose permeated the community
mental health movement. Psychiatrists genuinely felt that their expertise would build a
new mental health system that would allow patients to remain in their communities and
continue their lives as normal citizens. Government officials supported psychiatrists’
efforts by providing funding and support for reforms, generally through large sums of
money supported by the federal government that made psychiatrists’ agenda possible.
And many in the public came to believe that mental health reforms were in the best
interests of their communities. These shared interests created a common purpose between
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these groups that increased the momentum for further improvements in the mental health
system.
Dr. Wendell Thrower’s Sanity Hearing
Advocates for community mental health reform won support for their vision of
the best alternative to mental hospital care. At the same time, however, questions about
psychiatric expertise grew. Confidence in psychiatric expertise wore thin as the public
became increasingly aware of the subjective nature of psychiatric definitions. The
subjective nature of psychiatry created especially intense controversy in debates over
court ordered commitments under which a person could be forced into treatment, usually
through a local judge or official. In Texas, the commitment process occurred through a
sanity hearing, in which a jury determined a person’s sanity before deciding whether to
commit them to a mental hospital. The commitment process raised public anxiety
because of the ambiguous nature of psychiatric definitions and the unchecked power
psychiatrists wielded in the commitment process. The subjective nature of psychiatric
diagnoses and the lack of individual rights in the commitment process became an
increasing public criticism of psychiatry and state institutions. In time, growing public
criticism ruptured the shared purpose forged between mental health reformers and the
public. One 1963 sanity hearing, in particular, rocked the public’s faith in court ordered
commitments and thus foreshadowed the persistent tensions that would complicate the
reformers’ work.
In April 1963, at the height of support for federally funded community-based
reform, the sanity hearing of Dr. Wendell Thrower revealed the seeds of tensions that
would later help to fracture reform efforts. Thrower’s hearing was unusually open to the
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public eye through reporting in local newspapers. Indeed, the case had to be moved to the
County Court-at-Law room in the Travis County Courthouse in order to accommodate
the large crowds that came to witness the trial. Though the six-person jury eventually
released Dr. Thrower from the care of ASH, the details of Thrower’s attempted forcible
commitment, initiated by Dr. Thrower’s wife, Joan Thrower, brought to light the
difficulties and dangers many people saw as being raised by court commitment.140 The
case turned the tensions over psychiatrists’ power and public anxiety into a courtroom
spectacle.
Observers wondered how psychiatrists could consider a well-educated, successful
person like Dr. Thrower in need of psychiatric commitment. Indeed, much of Thrower’s
defense relied largely upon appeals to his celebrated career as a thoracic surgeon. Born
on July 29, 1926, Dr. Thrower held degrees from Duke University, South Carolina
Medical College, and Harvard University.141 He authored several articles in leading
medical journals between 1958 and 1966, and was well known and respected in the
field.142 Newspapers described Dr. Thrower as young, handsome, and brilliant; a man
who “made the highest mark in the country on his medical board exam,” he was depicted
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in local newspapers as an example of a successful and talented person.143 Austinites must
have been intrigued as a person of such great renown and accomplishment could be
committed to a state hospital.
Joan’s attempt to commit her husband intensified public anxieties regarding
psychiatric power and raised further questions about the legitimacy of court sanity
hearings. The trial publicly displayed the disintegration of the Joan and Wendell
Thrower’s marriage. When Joan Thrower attempted to commit her husband, she revealed
the previously hidden conflict in what many of the couple’s friends and family members
had described as a happy marriage. The Throwers’ history together as two well-educated
individuals—both had studied at Harvard—who had been married ten years prior to the
hearing alarmed many as they watched the events of the trial unfold.144 While on one
hand Joan’s testimony reinforced the need for psychiatric leadership in state sponsored
mental health, but on the other it seemed that Joan relied on psychiatrists’ influence to
subvert the authority of her husband.
Though some may have viewed Joan’s testimony as an attempt to undermine her
husband’s power, others, including some of ASH’s psychiatric staff, believed her
testimony presented clear evidence that Dr. Thrower required psychiatric help. According
to Joan, her husband had exhibited strange behavior for the previous several months. The
troubles began when Dr. Thrower visited Austin to investigate the prospect of opening a
private practice with Dr. Maurice Hood, a fellow thoracic surgeon who had lived and
practiced medicine in Austin since 1955. The initial visit went well, and Dr. Hood and
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Dr. Thrower agreed to work together in Austin if Joan Thrower had no objections. But
there was more to the story. Dr. Thrower asked Dr. Hood not to contact the University of
South Carolina Medical College (USCMC), where he was then employed, because
Thrower “was having some difficulty with some of his superiors.”145 Dr. Hood apparently
thought nothing of these difficulties, because he agreed to the arrangement. Yet,
according to Joan, Dr. Thrower’s behavior “had become increasingly strange over the
past couple of years.” Allegedly, Dr. Smythe, then dean of the USCMC, revealed that
“Dr. Thrower’s behavior in the operating room was dangerous to [Thrower’s] patients,”
and reinforced her concerns and convinced Joan of the need for psychiatric treatment for
her husband.146 Joan also claimed that Dr. Thrower during a visit to Houston slapped her,
forced her to eat bar of soap, and recite a loyalty oath professing her commitment to
him.147 Joan Thrower’s testimony questioned Dr. Thrower’s mental capacity despite his
professional background, and provided evidence that supported claims for his need of
ASH’s psychiatric services.
Mounting testimony from Dr. Thrower’s colleagues, friends, and family against
his sanity raised additional doubts as to the state of Dr. Thrower’s mental capacity. Joan
Thrower initially attempted to commit Dr. Thrower for ninety days of observation on
April 12. Joan Thrower called the dean of USCMC, who suggested that she have her
husband committed for psychiatric observation. Joan Thrower must have alerted the
authorities, because the sheriff escorted Dr. Thrower to ASH in handcuffs.148 His wife’s
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concerns found support from some of Dr. Thrower’s colleagues and family. Not only did
both the dean of USCMC and Dr. Maurice Hood support the move, but even Dr.
Thrower’s two brothers, Dr. James Thrower and Troy H. Thrower, came to testify in
support of Joan’s claims.149 Her testimony indicated that Dr. Wendell Thrower
experienced some type of mental or emotional condition serious enough to require
professional help, and supported psychiatric intervention in people’s lives.
Dr. Thrower’s testimony, his career, along with statements from ASH staff,
claimed that he was sane and suggested that psychiatric leadership had grown too
powerful. The doctor, who had received a $250,000 grant from the National Institute of
Health, claimed that Dr. Chevis McCord Smythe of USCMC attempted to commandeer
the funds for the medical school’s use. His claim must have held some validity in court
because Dr. Thrower’s legal counselors, Percy Foreman and Paul Holt, built their defense
around the alleged conspiracy.150 Furthermore, the chief of male services at ASH did not
believe Dr. Thrower required the hospital’s help. The six-man jury at the sanity hearing,
after listening to the testimony of four different psychiatrists, found Dr. Thrower insane,
though not in need of forcible state hospital commitment. On the day of his release,
approved by presiding judge J. H. Watson, the spectators in the courtroom reacted with
“jubilant” and “spontaneous applause.”151 Yet Dr. Thrower did not return to freedom
unscathed; leaving the courtroom on May 10, 1963, Dr. Thrower made a final statement
to reporters that revealed the emotional toll of the trial. “My wife did this to me,” he told
reporters, “and now I’m just crossing one bridge at a time.”152 Much of the fascination
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with the case at the time had been sparked by this peek into the private lives of a
prominent couple.
The trial not only brought underlying resistance to mental health reform into light,
but also called into question the validity of psychiatry as a whole by opening a discussion
about the subjective nature of the psychiatric definitions of sanity. Through Percy
Foreman’s defense of Dr. Thrower, as well as multiple diagnoses from various
psychiatrists that portrayed psychiatry as a pseudoscience, the assertion that psychiatrists
could draw a clear line between sanity and mental illness became hazy. For one, Dr.
Thrower received three different diagnoses from three different psychiatrists, degrading
public faith in psychiatry. During the cross examination of Dr. Clarence Coombs,
resident psychiatrist at ASH, Foreman used defense attorney Paul Holt’s trademark red
tie to demonstrate the subjectivity of definitions. When asked if Dr. Coombs thought two
people would define the tie as red, Coombs replied, “I think that everybody who sees Mr.
Holt’s tie would agree that it’s red. But what they would read into his purpose in wearing
it is a different matter.” Foreman jumped at the opportunity to make his point.
“Exactly…what a psychiatrist would read into a simple thing like a man’s tie would be
different every time.”153 Foreman’s cross examination implied that even the simplest
details, let alone complex analyses of mental conditions, were subjective when two or
more people were forced to define them. His defense raised the issue that if the definition
of sanity differed from one psychiatrist to the next, then it left the possibility for the
wrongful commitment of citizens without providing adequate due process. Percy
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Foreman’s cross-examination of Dr. Coombs laid bare the flaws in mental health
reformers’ ideology for the court and the public to examine.
Public fears and skepticism regarding psychiatry often remained largely
unspecified, though they were real enough for the psychiatrists who sought to defend
their field. Psychiatrist Dr. David S. Buell identified the general reaction to psychiatry as
a field was “one of anxiety and fear,” that originated from “motion pictures, television,
and recent books” that portrayed psychiatric practices “as something mysterious, curious,
and fearful.”154 While some anxieties stemmed from a fear of the unknown and the
relative novelty of psychiatry, as Buell suggested, people’s anxieties also originated from
a growing awareness of the effects of psychiatric authority on real people’s lives, and that
caused many to question the validity of its practices. “According to a professor of ‘social
psychiatry…’” wrote one editorialist for The Dallas Morning News sarcastically, “up to
30 percent of the world’s population is suffering from mental illness… Then there is at
least a 30 percent chance the prof is off his rocker.” Notably, the writer connected his
attack on psychiatric expertise to his skepticism about the growing number of liberal
policies mounting in the 1960s. “The President,” he wrote, “said that 32 percent of us
were ‘living on the outskirts of poverty.’ Now all of this is getting out of hand…Things
can’t really be that bad.”155 The author’s criticism, aimed at psychiatry and the
government’s growing influence over social programs, also reveals underlying tensions
regarding the role of experts and government authority at a time when new governmentled liberal reform continued to flourish in the 1960s.
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The defense also played on commonly held anxieties about psychiatry and the
conditions in mental hospitals to fight Thrower’s commitment. These fears converged in
the hearing during Dr. Thrower’s testimony as well as the cross examination of ASH
staff. Dr. Thrower’s testimony reinforced the public’s fears, as they read about his
experience as a patient at ASH in their daily papers. Dr. Thrower told the jury that he had
been held in a seclusion ward, where senile patients would occasionally “wander in and
bespoil my bed.”156 He also reported that he received three doses of Thorazine against his
will, a drug that was often prescribed for psychotic patients that was also somewhat
debilitating, and then stripped by male nurses. “I finally learned that every time I asked
for a doctor,” claimed Thrower, “I would be given Thorazine.” In one of his examples,
Thrower claims that he was given the medication after having complained about having
contracted a sinus infection. Thrower also described the hospital as filthy, and claimed
that the terms of his commitment were never made clear to him after the sheriff brought
him to the hospital.157 Thrower’s experience in ASH brought to the fore of the public
discussion surrounding the hospital reforms, largely headed by psychiatric experts, the
limitations and flaws of experts, the bureaucracies they led, and the potential for abuse
and neglect while in their care.
Percy Foreman’s cross-examination of hospital employees also played on
commonly held fears regarding psychiatric commitments and treatments. Foreman, well
known for his dramatic flair in the courtroom, questioned Dr. Clarence Coombs about
more dangerous methods of psychiatric treatments while unwrapping and holding up a
ten-inch hypodermic needle in “full view of the fascinated jury.” “Isn’t it true, doctor,”
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Foreman asked Coombs, “that an institution such as [ASH], that the physician has two
needles in his hands when administering dangerous drugs? One to kill him and one to
bring him back to life?” Coombs was then forced to admit that adrenaline was often kept
nearby in the hospital for emergency resuscitation purposes. Foreman then asked Coombs
about the dangers of Electro Shock Therapy (ETS), a recently developed method of
treatment for persons with severe mental illness that was a source of controversy.
Coombs reluctantly answered that ETS caused memory loss, but that “barring rare
complications,” a person usually regains their full memory after a short time. Foreman
persisted in questioning Dr. Coombs until Coombs admitted that “the memory of a man’s
entire education, his professional learning, might be erased by the shock,” a possibility
that appeared especially threatening to a renowned and highly educated thoracic surgeon
such as Dr. Thrower. Coombs also answered that patients receive ETS “at the discretion
of doctors and the patient has no choice.” His answer highlighted the fear of being
stripped of one’s freedoms and left at the mercy of psychiatrists and doctors whose power
over patient treatments went unchecked. That Dr. Thrower never received ETS,
experienced memory loss during his temporary commitment, or received an injection by
a ten-inch hypodermic was immaterial to the public. Foreman played on existing fears
regarding psychiatric treatments that were not well understood by the public. By focusing
the jury’s attention away from Thrower’s sanity and towards their skepticism for
psychiatry, Foreman forced psychiatrists to defend their field and revealed the many
layers of anxiety people had for psychiatry and exposed those fears in the process.
Furthermore, the conclusion of the trial reinforced the ambiguous nature of
psychiatric definitions for severe mental illness in which Dr. Thrower was declared
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insane but not in need of forcible psychiatric commitment. When Judge J. H. Watson
read the jury’s decision that freed Thrower, the courtroom “roared with applause” and
several female spectators rushed to congratulate the surgeon.158 Frank Maloney,
representing Mrs. Joan Thrower, protested the unusual verdict, claiming, “He’s insane;
you [the State of Texas] have to confine him,” to which Foreman replied “If he’s
committed, I’ll have him out of there in 30 minutes on a writ of habeas corpus.”
Immediately following the trial, Foreman touted his victory declaring the case “the
biggest thing that’s [come from] South Carolina since they fired on Fort Sumner,” while
brandishing a copy of the Texas Mental Health Code stating in front of spectators, “There
are about 50 of you here [in the courtroom]… I can prove that at least 20 of you are
mentally ill—but which of you is ready for the nuthouse?”159
Even as hospitals like ASH portrayed themselves as proponents of public health
and an important part of the community, the fear of losing one’s autonomy and being
subjected to torturous medical treatments remained ever present in the minds of the
public.160 Whereas anxieties regarding psychiatric treatments existed before the 1960s,161
never before had the psychiatrists wielded as much power they had in the 1960s, and
many believed their power threatened individual freedoms based on ambiguous
definitions of insanity. “The practice of institutional psychiatry,” wrote behavioral
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scientist Carl R. Vann in 1961, “operates to curtail to the freedom of the individual and
involves a fundamental redefinition of the role of the psychiatrist.” He argued that largescale institutions made a psychiatrist “the agent of the government rather than the
individual,” and that, “psychiatry, through the guise of professionalism, has become a
means in which large numbers of people are deprived of their freedom.”162 Whereas
critics of the mental health system in the 1940s and 1950s had perceived psychiatry as a
solution to the inadequacies of the mental health system, by the 1960s many began to
view psychiatry as an inherent problem for mental healthcare as institutional psychiatry
became closely associated with a loss of individual freedom.
It is unclear as to what degree Foreman’s defense and Thrower’s testimony
affected the remarkable decision of the jury during the sanity hearing, but newspaper
reports described a public deeply relieved when Thrower is set free, despite the surgeon’s
bizarre behavior, the testimony of Joan Thrower and his family and friends, and the jury’s
declaration of Dr. Thrower as insane. This reveals a glimpse into the growing skepticism
through which psychiatry and mental health reform were viewed; fears regarding the
ambiguous nature of sanity, the potential for anyone to have their freedoms and
reputations taken away by government agencies led by psychiatric experts, and barbaric
treatment of mental patients long implanted in the public’s perception of mental hospitals
became a reality in the Dr. Thrower’s sanity hearing. It appeared to the general public
that even the best and brightest of people were vulnerable to the ever growing power of
the alliance between psychiatrists and the state.
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Dr. Thrower’s sanity hearing exemplified the tensions between reformers and
dissenters growing beneath the surface of the community mental health movement in the
1960s. For the time being, psychiatrists, government officials, and the public had
supported mental health reform and believed that community centers offered an
alternative to mental hospital care. Yet soon enough the movement began to splinter as
people questioned the state’s ability to implement effective mental health policy and
doubted psychiatrists’ authority to guide individuals towards mental health. Many
became anxious that the “psychiatric state” threatened a person’s individual rights on
relative definitions of insanity. Though these anxieties seem contradictory to the goal of
creating a community-based mental health system, they coincided with the peak of
federal, state, and professional commitment to reforms. The tensions between state
mental health reform and dissent for professional control over individuals intensified into
the late 1960s.
Growing Resistance to Community Mental Health Reform
Even as the community mental health movement gained momentum and found
support from much of the public and many professionals, mental health reform also faced
greater resistance. One source of resistance arose out of disputes between experts about
the direction of the community mental health movement. The rising costs of mental
health reform also caused political friction as the state legislature refused to allocate the
funding that reformers requested. Furthermore, the public increasingly dissented against
mental health reform, as many feared the growing and unchecked power and authority of
psychiatric experts to remedy social ills. Resistance grew out of a growing rights
consciousness for people who were institutionalized against their will as mounting
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skepticism of psychiatric interventions centered increasingly on the lack of civil rights for
people in psychiatric institutions.
As reformers in Texas found a common sense of purpose for community mental
health reforms, they began to explore the feasibility of reallocating the responsibility for
mental healthcare from the state to local communities. They found that, though many
perceived the answer to state mental hospital care lay within in local communities, many
of those communities were neither prepared for nor readily accepted the changes
necessary for reform. The Texas Legislative Council’s 1962 meeting reflected the state’s
expectations for community mental health centers, which focused on the care provided to
court-committed patients in their local community prior to admission. The council stated
that the “concept of community responsibility for mental health” was “still a long way
from acceptance in Texas.”163 Reformers, empowered under their common purpose,
pushed forward with community-based reforms despite evidence of the uphill battle that
faced their conception of community mental health centers.
Rural areas in Texas were especially problematic as reformers sought to establish
community centers. In addition to the general concern regarding the aging facilities of
state hospitals, the Texas Legislative Council reported that deficient local services and
lack of state resources remained the largest obstacle in providing care to court-committed
mentally ill persons. According to the Council, keeping court-committed patients in jail
remained “a widespread practice” in the period between the courtroom and the mental
hospital. “A large number” of county officials were unaware that state mental health code
expressly forbade confining patients in jails. “Expense to the county,” reported the
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council “is often the prime consideration, rather than the welfare of the patient.”164 Local
officials often relied on jails to confine persons with mental illness until transport to the
nearest mental hospital could be arranged from regions where the nearest mental hospital
remained a distant drive for local law enforcement.165 By waiting to transport patients,
law enforcement reduced the number of trips but also left many to wait in facilities least
designed to provide adequate care and prioritized local costs over patient care.
Individual counties had few alternatives to jails. Most general hospitals, the
Council noted, did not accept mentally ill patients “even on a temporary basis.” Families
and other community members could be asked to provide temporary care for patients
waiting for transit to a state hospital, which they often did. But responses from county
officials indicated that the majority of court-committed persons resided in local jails.166
Many felt the mentally ill ought to be kept away from communities or that many families
could not provide the substantial resources necessary to care for a mentally ill individual.
The Council’s findings confirmed that, despite the gaining acceptance of community
mental health centers by the state and much of the public, local communities’ actions
reflected either an inability or unwillingness to find the resources to provide care at the
local level. Much of the friction reformers faced stemmed from problems of
implementing changes to the mental health system in local settings.
Since reformers could not rely on county resources, reformers realized that they
had to rely to some extent on mental hospitals in order to attain their goals. However,
most Texas mental hospitals also required significant funds and renovations. Of state
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hospitals, the council reported that “staffing, not facilities, continues to be the greatest
problem.”167 Salary caps for state hospital psychiatrists drove qualified professionals
away from mental hospitals and into the private sector. In 1962, only forty top
psychiatrists worked in the entire state hospital system, and at least one hundred more
were needed. With such a severe shortage of caregivers, acquiring and maintaining
qualified staff remained a chief concern for mental hospitals. Texas, according to the
report, had the necessary funding to attract more qualified staff, but the inflexibility of
state appropriations inhibited the state’s ability to offer competitive salaries.168 Reformers
had to face the reality that they had to rely on mental hospitals’ existing mental health
treatments in order to make headway in their reforms. Furthermore, the costs of creating
community mental health centers—which they argued would save the state money—
required more funding than they had initially suspected. Though many perceived the
increasing budget as controversial, most officials and reformers perceived funding as a
necessary part of their goals.
Patient populations also posed a formidable problem for state hospitals as
reformers who promised that one of the benefits of mental health reform would end longterm commitments in state institutions and the practice of warehousing patients. The
number of patients in mental hospitals totaled 15,822 in August 1962, whereas the state
estimated total bed capacity at 13,781. By 1964, the council suggested that hospitals
would reach their “saturation point,” with a return to “long waiting lists and consequent
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delays in admission.”169 Therefore, even though many were reluctant to rely on state
hospitals in the reform process, others turned to community mental health centers as the
only viable means to reduce the growing population in state hospitals.
Large patient populations not only caused many to view state hospitals with
mistrust, but also to be wary of patients as well. When a patient appeared to abuse the
hospital’s resources for their own personal benefit, it opened up debates about what kind
of patients deserved the hospital’s care. From the perspective of Dr. Margaret Sedberry,
an ASH psychiatrist, some patients abused the hospitality of the mental hospital. One
woman in particular, Sedberry reported, “makes me furious.” The woman in question had
“psychiatric problems” but she was in ASH “on voluntary commitment,” because she
frequently bounced checks and wanted to avoid bill collectors.170 This particular patient
did not receive the same sympathy as others because she appeared capable of lying and
scamming the mental welfare system, and therefore not in need of ASH’s care. Though
Dr. Sedberry admitted the patient had psychiatric problems, she allegedly stayed in the
hospital because she lied about her finances. Even as a common purpose was being
forged and facilitated interactions between the state hospital and the public, questions
evolved regarding who deserved to benefit from the mental health system. These growing
questions provided grounds for fissures in the community mental health movement, as
institutions and the public tightened the definitions of the beneficiaries of reforms.
The Texas Legislative Council overwhelmingly supported the establishment of
community mental health centers, but generally saw them as alternatives to county jails.
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“Provision at the local level for at least temporary care and treatment of the mentally ill
would be the best way to keep patients from undergoing the traumatic experiences of
time spent in jail,” asserted the council. But, local communities appeared to have resisted
the policy. The greatest obstacle to community mental health centers was that “local
governmental units [were] still reluctant to add to their tax burden by assuming the
responsibility of care.”171 Though many professional psychiatrists, state officials, and
Texans accepted community centers as the answer to mental health reform,
implementation was not always possible at the local level.
Despite reformers’ successes and their shared purpose in providing patient
freedoms, resistance to mental health reform grew steadily throughout the late 1960s.
Raising and reallocating appropriated funds from state budgets remained a central issue
in debates over mental health reform. In 1965 the MHMR appropriated additional
funding for educational programs in state hospitals in order to hire more staff. Austin
State Hospital alone received an appropriation of $30,000 with the Central Education
Agency for vocational rehabilitation services to patients, and $2,590 for a special
education program with Austin Independent School District. In addition to these added
program resources, the MHMR board also provided salary increases for state hospital
staff, and it increased the allotment for food expenses from 58 cents per patient to 62
cents. In total, the board allocated a total of $6,166,070 to ASH for the 1965-1966 fiscal
year.172 These figures do not include the other funds provided for other state hospitals
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and mental health facilities, which also received large sums as a part of the new approach
to mental health. For comparison, Kerrville State Hospital’s budget was set at
$2,511,918; Big Spring State Hospital at $1,807,713; Rusk State Hospital received
$3,535,937; and San Antonio State Hospital had a budget of $4,739,755.173 The state of
Texas had for many decades spent large sums of money on its mental institutions, and
state hospitals had come to rely on those funds. However, reallocating money to
community centers had the potential to severely hamper state hospitals’ ability to
function efficiently, and the push for community centers competed with hospitals for
funds, instead of complementing their work towards similar goals.
The MHMR’s plan to revolutionize Texas’s mental health system, which
promised better care at a lower cost to tax payers, required large start-up costs. Federal
funding covered the construction of facilities and the procurement of land for community
centers, but the costs for salaries and training programs were left to state grants-in-aid.174
However, the MHMR was not always successful in securing the necessary state funds to
create the community centers reformers imagined. Community mental health centers did
receive state funds, but they proved to be inadequate. The MHMR reserved $600,000 for
the procurement of salaries, professional fees, general maintenance, and travel expenses.
The board also set aside an additional $450,000 for the construction of community
centers, with matching federal funding. Further, the board provided $600,000 for the care
of mental patients in the community centers, and another $150,000 for training programs
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in mental health institutions.175 As the community mental health centers gained
momentum, even these funds would not be enough to maintain and establish centers that
could provide comprehensive mental health care that appealed to the public. “We have no
planning funds available except for services,” MHMR Commissioner-Psychiatrist
Shervert H. Frazier told news reporters when questioned about the lack of expected
funds. “We have no funds for community planners or organizers,” Frazier continued.176
Though many reformers like Frazier remained optimistic and looked for money from
private organizations, like the Hogg Foundation,177 others such as Dr. Joe Tupin, assistant
professor of psychiatry at the University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, began to
express doubts in the propensity for real change. “How do you plan,” Tupin asked,
“When you don’t know what you’re planning for?”178 Without adequate funding, the
growing competition for resources amongst reformers intensified and the common
purpose between reformers stretched thin and began to tear.
As it attempted to secure community involvement in mental healthcare the board
had to battle the negative perceptions of mental hospitals and state care in order to secure
public support. Board Chair, Dr. Horace Cromer, remarked in an October meeting, “The
necessity for all units at the local level to give up some of their identity and become part
of this joint effort [for community mental health centers] is fundamental.” Dr. Cromer
commented on the state hospitals’ role in the reform movement. “We have been using the
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phrase . . . warehousing patients,” he lamented. “This leaves an image in the minds of our
patients and their families that nothing is being done for these patients. We all must be
keenly aware that State Hospitals and Special Schools… must be recognized as part of
the program and must upgraded.”179 As Dr. Cromer implied, building community mental
health center required not only immense amounts of federal and state funding, but also a
two-front war for public opinion. On one front, administrators fought for the legitimacy
and validation of community centers, and on the other front they continued previous
efforts to convince the public that state hospitals were necessary and helpful institutions.
Doing so divided the reformers’ efforts for mental health advocacy.
Securing local support for community centers did not appear to be problematic,
especially when the cost of constructing community centers could be paid using federal
funds. “Interest in various parts of the State in developing community centers in mental
health and mental retardation is developing rapidly,” wrote board member Dr. C. J.
Ruilmann. “This is true,” he added “from the north parts of the state to the south and to
the east and west.” Dr. Ruilmann also noted, “Local interest appears to be in combining
into one center as many as possible of the mental health and mental retardation
functions.”180 Newspaper reports confirmed Dr. Ruilmann’s findings. The Dallas
Morning News reported that over one hundred community leaders went to Austin in
March 1966 to claim portions of the $80,000 in state funding available for the
construction of mental health centers, and that another $750,000 would be made available
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the following year.181 Local community leaders jumped at the opportunity to secure state
funds that would appeal to the needs of their constituencies.
Despite the deficit of local funds and resources, the MHMR was fairly successful
in using its large state and federal grant funding to encourage communities to organize
around mental health issues. One condition for receiving state funds required
communities to organize boards of trustees to manage community mental health
resources that would work in conjunction with larger state mental health facilities. By
1966, the MHMR had successfully persuaded nineteen of the twenty-one communities
deemed necessary for the success of community centers to create and organize
functioning boards of trustees eligible for state aid. The MHMR also noted that the
hospitals in Austin, Wichita Falls, and San Antonio showed the potential to become
promising community centers with comprehensive care available to surrounding
communities.182 The department noted that if the existing services in the these areas could
be reconstituted for community centers, then Texas would be well on its way to offering a
full “continuum of care” to its citizens. “At the same time,” the board concluded, “we
will be forging a working partnership between the community and the state.”183 In large
part, the motive behind community mental health centers was to restore the public’s faith
in the state’s ability to provide care and address growing public concerns regarding
mental health and mental illness.
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In Austin, local residents generally supported the drive to create community
mental health centers. The Austin-Travis County Mental Health Association held regular
fundraisers to support community services. For example, in March 1965 the association
sought to raise $15,800 for mental health services in the area. The Austin-Travis County
Association gained support from local high schools, student organizations from the
University of Texas, and the North Austin Civilian Club.184 However, not all residents
agreed on what services the center should emphasize, and the community held many
diverse expectations for their community center. Citizens backed the vision of a
combined center because they believed it would be cheaper and more effective. They
were, however, wary of the estimated $10 million annual cost of creating a diverse
center.185 The Community Council of Austin and Travis Committee made five
recommendations for the creation of a combined center for mental health and mental
retardation that included an urge to establish a center immediately, to create a ninemember board of trustees comprised of two members from the Austin Independent
School District, the University of Texas, and the city respectively, that the center be
located near the Brackenridge Hospital complex, and that the center admit both children
and adults.186 The center attracted a broad coalition of support from Austinites, but the
public’s demands on the community mental health center were diverse and expensive.
Such a center required the cooperation of multiple community organizations, the state
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educations system, and local government, and enough funding to maintain the interests of
these various groups.
Woes created by the shortages in state funding hit hard in 1967 when the Texas
legislature granted a mere $25,000 for community centers, one quarter of what
community mental health center advocates had sought. The funds provided were
established to “support sound plans” but the MHMR had no resources to support
community planning. The lack of funds for community centers stemmed from allocations
to the State Board of State Hospitals and Special Schools.187 The funding shortage for
community centers created a competition for funds not only with Texas mental hospitals,
but the limited resources also forced community centers to compete amongst themselves.
Dora Hutson, president of the Texas Association of Retarded Children, worried that the
lack of funds would inflict limits on reform. “I hope we can all work together,” said
Hutson, “But without more planning and thought, I see the possibility of splintering.”188
Hutson’s fears of a splintered movement became one of the greatest threats to community
mental healthcare reform. In Austin, advocates remained firm on their vision for their
center, but the community continued to search for the resources to attract thinning federal
and state funds.
The MHMR also began advocating for changes in the state’s approach to mental
health. The changes the department introduced were designed to empower community
centers, provide greater access to better care for patients, and pressure mental hospitals
and other institutions into addressing the growing concerns regarding patients
warehoused in older run-down buildings. For one, the department recommended that
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Article IX of the Texas State Constitution be amended to allow “political entities and
State supported entities” located in hospital districts to aid in the creation and operation
of community mental health centers.189 The MHMR board made further
recommendations to strengthen the ties between the state and private hospitals so as to
increase the care facilities for patients. One of the most radical suggestions the board
made was to declare a state of emergency in mental hospitals.190 The proposed bill
intended to force a change in mental hospitals, especially in the treatment of patient
populations, and force the State of Texas to take a more active role mental health. The
MHMR hoped to legally force the state government to provide more funding for
hospitals, which would alleviate the tensions between community reformers and mental
hospitals. The department sought to ease the tensions that threatened to fracture their
efforts to reform Texas’ mental health system.
As the community mental health reform grew and increasingly valued psychiatric
expertise, so too did the public’s apprehension regarding the growing alliance between
psychiatrists and the state. One expression of this anxiety came from the fear of wrongful
incarceration in state hospitals as illustrated in the Thrower case. Nonetheless, patient
populations continued to climb from the mid to late 1960s as ASH struggled to plan for
its future in a community-based mental health system. Josephine T. Lamb, Chief of
Psychiatric Nursing at MHMR who spearheaded the nursing training program at ASH,
placed herself at the center of the debate regarding the acquisition of more professional
staff for mental health centers and hospitals. Lamb firmly believed that more
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professionally trained nurses would prove vital to community mental health centers and
hoped that the nursing program at ASH could help staff community centers. However, as
the MHMR’s momentum for community mental health began to sputter, Lamb’s
understanding of the future of mental healthcare likewise fragmented at its foundation.
“As of today,” she wrote in a letter to Dr. W.E. Field, Jr., a professor at University of
Texas’s School of Nursing in Galveston, “it would be pretty hard to state exactly our
State program in regard to future planning.” Lamb went on to add, “I very much would
like to see some program planning for nurses who plan to work in community clinics... so
that the nurses role can be updated and they will become more of a member of the
treatment team.”191 Unfortunately for Lamb, the MHMR continued to struggle for state
funding for community center planning until 1968.
The lack of funds available not only threw into question the role of mental
hospitals in the future, but also raised questions about how to manage state hospitals
during the transition to community mental health centers. The MHMR became
increasingly concerned with costs at Texas mental hospitals, and began drafting detailed
reports regarding costs and patient populations. One report showed that the population of
ASH in 1965 at 3,357 with a budgeted population at 3,300. The estimated daily cost per
patient at ASH was $4.91. The vast majority of patient costs at ASH came from in-patient
services, meaning that the state funds remained relegated to “warehousing” patients in
hospitals. The average length of stay per patient at ASH was 293 days.192 While ASH did
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not have the highest per patient per day cost, the largest in-patient population, nor the
longest average stay for patients, the continuing battle for funds made it increasingly
important to the MHMR that patient populations and costs be reduced as quickly as
possible.
Furthermore, while the MHMR fought hard to wrangle funds for community
centers while simultaneously trying to manage mental hospital admissions, leaders of
community organizations made it clear that they felt the Austin-Travis County
Community Mental Health Center should have nothing to do with ASH. Where the
MHMR plan intended to use mental hospitals in cases where patients did not respond to
six weeks of out-patient treatment, J. Ed Bridges, president of the Austin-Travis County
board of trusties, responded that “[our] neighbors should be treated wherever possible in
a community hospital without any worry about having to be put in Austin State
Hospital.”193 Despite Bridges’ representation of Austinites’ fears of ASH, the MHMR
and the local board of trustees agreed to use ASH’s facilities for severe patients in
conjunction with the beds provided at Brackenridge and St. Jude’s by the end of April
1967, likely because it was cheaper to use already existing institutions.194 The differing
expectations between the public’s vision for mental health centers and the state’s plan for
reform illustrates the growing divide between the public and reformers in the late 1960s.
The divide led to growing dissatisfaction from local communities and professionals, and
cracked the foundations of the purpose that community center movement once shared.
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The compromise between Austinites and the MHMR raised two key overlapping
issues. First, could state funds be used to pay for a community center that was partially
housed in St. Jude’s, a private hospital? And, second, could the facility provide
comprehensive care that addressed the needs of the community? As for the bond slowly
forming between the MHMR and private hospitals, Chairman Tom McCrummen Jr. of
Community Council Central Texas Comprehensive Health Planning Commission
indicated that the plan would avoid opening a public service in a privately owned hospital
whenever possible. His promise appeared lacking, however, because Brackenridge
Hospital administrators were reported as having, “no interest in MHMR psychiatric beds
being at the city-owned hospital [Brackenridge].” The failure to find commitment to the
community plan from Brackenridge administrators and concerns about relying on
privately-owned hospitals for the Austin-Travis County center led some members of the
community to wonder whether the idea of a “comprehensive plan” was even possible.
Community Program Developer Grover Shaunty grew frustrated. “No single type of
inpatient unit can be designed to incorporate everything to meet every patient’s individual
needs,” he complained, adding, “there is no empirical evidence to make a community
conclude any one type of hospital facility is in fact the best for all patients.” MHMR
founder, Chester Snyder worried that competition would lead to fragmentation between
hospital and community services. The outcome of community mental health centers could
only be determined in the next two years.195
The shortage looked as if it would prevent local communities from receiving the
comprehensive mental health centers they wanted. The board of trustees in Austin and the
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MHMR were left to decide either to mediate between hospitals that were somewhat
unwilling participants in the reform, or to rely on existing state hospitals—the very
institutions they sought to replace—for services necessary to provide adequate mental
health care at the community level.
Conclusion
The 1969 Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation Report presented
to Governor Preston Smith a picture of mental health services in Texas that differed
greatly from what reformers envisioned in the early 1960s. Rather than a communitybased form of mental health care that would be easily achieved, the 1969 report instead
described a year of strife and tension, but also one of success made through the shared
efforts of reform. To the MHMR, 1969 was “a year of progress because we served more
mentally ill. They received better and faster treatment than ever before.” In particular, the
report emphasized that despite setbacks patients had more opportunities for treatment and
“return to society as productive citizens.”196 The report argued that though hospitals
generally took on more admissions in 1968, the conversion from the traditional
centralized model allowed state hospitals to discharge patients with greater ease because
of the working relationship between hospitals and local resources. Patients were “treated
in a more home-like environment and returned to their families and jobs faster.” In
particular, the report touted the department’s ability to establish planning and program
developments for twenty community centers.197 The department, as they presented their
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information to Governor Smith, wanted to ensure that, despite the MHMR’s difficulties,
could count itself a success.
Of ASH, the MHMR reported great success in diminishing patient populations
and returning mentally ill persons back their communities. “For the first time in decades,
Austin State Hospital’s population dropped below 2,500.” The department hailed ASH’s
treatment, training, and research facilities, and the hospital’s focus on outpatient
programs, vocational programs, and community acceptance for discharged patients.198 In
spite of the department’s failure to set up community centers to replace mental hospitals,
it showed through ASH and other state hospitals that progress could be made by
reorganizing hospitals towards community involvement and local participation.
Furthermore, it asserted that the MHMR restored citizenship to individuals and
productivity to communities through the ability to treat and discharge patients faster.
Though the department was unable to establish all of the community centers that
it set out to create, the department nonetheless succeeded in establishing twenty-one
community boards in some sixteen communities for community centers, and offered
optimistic projections for centers in the future.199 The MHMR Annual Report even
claimed “Texas rose to national leadership in 1969 in development of community mental
health and community mental retardation services.”200 By the end of the fiscal year of
1969, community centers that received state grants-in-aid could be found in San Angelo,
Dallas County, Bexar County, Lubbock, Midland, Texarkana, Nueces County, Corpus
Christ, Tarrant County, Fort Worth, Waco-McLennin County, Amarillo, Austin, Belton,
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El Paso, Harris County, and Jefferson County.201 The report projected even more
community centers for 1970. For the following year, the MHMR expected to further
segment state hospital services by further specializing mental health treatments. The
department expected continued state funding and resources, as it projected the
construction of an additional six community centers. State hospitals, said the report,
would continue outreach programs to local communities.202 Though only partially
successful in their goals, reformers did exact a substantial change in mental health
services in Texas over the 1960s. However, a growing resistance to mental health reform
and the internal disputes regarding a lack of political commitment shown through
insubstantial funds and professional infighting limited their success.
By the late 1960s, the process of establishing community mental health centers as
longstanding institutions in Texas’s network of mental health facilities remained
questionable. Mental health centers could not have successfully operated without relying
on mental hospitals to continue to provide both outpatient and in-patient care for mentally
ill Texans. Furthermore, the issues related to funding for mental health services were
ever-present, and though the MHMR presented a report that argued for the relevancy of
state mental health reform and state mental health care, many began to challenge the
necessity of the state’s involvement in mental healthcare. Thus, resistance to mental
health reform grew simultaneously from within reformers’ ranks as they struggled to
define community mental health as an alternative and externally as the state failed to
provide adequate funding and as public sentiment towards reformers became increasingly
skeptical. At the end of the 1960s, the MHMR believed it had secured progress by
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overcoming many obstacles, but challenges to its existence were many, and more were
still to come. In the 1970s, a contraction of social services, a rise in public concern over
crime instead of care, and a civil rights movement from ex-patients that would tear down
the foundations of public trust in psychiatry came to dominate discussions of mental
health reform, and caused the ties that held reformers’ unified sense of purpose to
unravel. Therefore, by 1969 the MHMR genuinely believed that, despite their struggles,
continued progress lay over the next horizon. The 1970s, however, would challenge that
optimism, and ruptured their common purpose.
The tensions between the sense of purpose granted through expert perspectives
and political authority, and the growing public ambivalence to reforms resembles the
apex of other progressive liberal reform movements in the post-World War II United
States. Though the timeline for mental health reforms occurred later, it also parallels the
trajectory of other progressive liberal reform efforts in the postwar United States. At
height these reforms, which were characterized by a faith in state and expert authority to
remedy social ills reached a zenith that made reform efforts a target for resistance. The
apex of mental health reforms in the 1960s was marked by similar zeal from reformers,
who set out confident in their ability to establish new mental health treatments as
alternatives to institutionalization. However, reformers’ efforts met growing resistance to
their expertise, and the basis of their shared sense of purpose faltered as they failed to
establish a definitive reform between professionals and the public, and as government
funds shrank in the face of an extensive political commitment. The result of this process
was one of mixed success, a reform that did create substantial change in Texas mental
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health system. But not one capable of living up the original promises of community
mental health centers.
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IV. THE CAUSES OF FRACTURE IN MENTAL HEALTH REFORM, 1970 TO
1984
In the 1970s, the common sense of purpose that once drove community mental
health reform in the 1960s frayed. And by the 1980s mounting internal and external
pressures had undermined the movements’ shared focus. A growing patient rights
movement turned reformers’ efforts away from a concern for the collective welfare of
mental health patients as clients of the federal government in the 1960s to a concern for
individual patients’ rights in the 1970s and 1980s. At the same time, state and federal
support for mental health reform diminished, which worsened growing tensions between
community mental health reformers who began to argue amongst themselves about their
goals. Similar dynamics occurred broadly throughout mid-twentieth century. However,
the fracturing of mental health reform became a particularly important example of the
move from centralized conceptions of power after World War II to the individualistic and
decentralized notions of power that dominated political ideology in the 1970s and 1980s.
Without this increasingly individuated understanding of mental health care reform, the
more well-known crisis of “deinstitutionalization” in the 1980s could not have happened
the way it did.
The fragmentation of power of the late twentieth century has been described and
analyzed by many scholars. “The social movements of the 1960s,” as historian Daniel
Rodgers described it, “set new languages and new consciousnesses of power spinning
across the political landscape.”203 The 1950s and 1960s emphasized interest-group
pluralism where, “the best organized social interests competed ceaselessly for influence.
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Big business, big labor, and big government were the heaviest of the clashing interest
groups,”204 However, in the 1970s and 1980s large interest groups and bureaucracies
became the targets of criticism from those on the left and the right who viewed
centralized power with suspicion. Likewise, “a parallel line of analysis focused on the
power of the experts and professionals who increasingly dominated the twentieth-century
‘therapeutic state.’”205 Psychiatrists, along with many other professionals that led social
reform movements in the 1960s, faced a growing public distrust of their expertise that
undermined reform efforts.
The 1970s led to a splintering of centralized reform movements, and as people
focused on “smaller and actor-center dimensions,” of social authority, “power fragmented
and diffused.”206 Such fragmentation of power occurred in the mental health reform
movement in Texas during the 1970s and 1980s. Community mental health reforms of
the 1960s, which had concentrated power under psychiatrists and state leadership,
disintegrated in the late 1970s and early 1980s as reformers turned away from the state as
an agent of liberation and sought to limit the power of the state to protect the rights of
individual patients. Whereas Texas had long sponsored a large network of mental
hospitals and endorsed major community-based mental health reforms in the 1960s, the
state later withdrew a significant amount of its funding for mental health resources.
The seeds of deinstitutionalization were sown in the early resistance to mental
health reforms that emerged even as psychiatry gained in power in the 1950s and 1960s.
Skeptics questioned the growing power embedded in the relationship between the
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psychiatric system and the state. Skepticism regarding institutional care grew as scandals,
political infighting, and news of rising costs dominated the public’s perceptions of state
mental health systems. Simultaneously, tensions intensified as a patient rights movement
pushed for greater protection against the perceived oppressions of the institutional
system. Yet the protection of patient rights depended upon federal power. Thus, patient
advocates called for a more federal regulation in mental health care even as a growing
number of Americans question the power of the federal government generally and moved
away from the belief that serving the needs of mentally ill persons ought to be understood
as a public good worthy of public investment.
In Texas, the fracturing of the mental health movement originated from distinct
but overlapping causes. An ascendant political movement seeking to limit the role of
government in social welfare, which many history have called the rise of the New Right,
actively defunded welfare programs, including mental health treatment centers and
mental institutions. At the same time, an emerging patient rights movement that shifted
the focus of mental health reform away from community mental health and towards a
struggle for a protection of patient rights from the unchecked power of psychiatrists. Both
the push to limit government roles in mental health and to protect patients’ against abuses
intensified the existing ambivalence many felt regarding state-sponsored mental health
reform. Moreover, hospital scandals surfaced in local newspapers in the early 1970s,
turning public opinion against the state’s ability to institute mental health reform.
Consequently, by the middle of the 1980s, a reformed mental health system had emerged
that, on the one hand, protected patient rights, but on the other hand decentralized
treatment and rehabilitation. Austin, and the state’s oldest and most famous mental
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institutions, Austin State Hospital in particular, became the center of the emerging battles
over Texas’s mental health reform movement. The Austin State Hospital, once a highlyrespected model for effective and decentralizing mental health care, came under attack
both as an institution of government inefficiency and as a limit upon individual rights.
The Origins of the New Right and its Effect on Mental Health Reform
The rise of the New Right contributed to a growing rejection of the statesponsored psychiatric care as an intrusion of the federal government into people’s
personal affairs. Resistance to mental health reform and psychiatry was broad, and cannot
be pinpointed specifically to any one group. However, some of the most vocal resistance
to state mental health reform came from people who identified with a movement against
the federal government’s involvement in mental health. Conservatives, such as
conservative activist Dan Smoot in Dallas, often argued against government involvement
in psychiatric care by suggesting that the growing federal influence in mental health
programs were communistic.207 In addition, they argued that the American people ought
to distrust psychiatry, per se, which many believed was nothing less than an attempt to
control the public through anti-psychotic medications that had a reputation for pacifying
chronically mentally ill patients. “From a conservative perspective deeply suspicious of
state power, mental health was a Trojan horse,” argued historian Michelle M. Nickerson.
For conservatives, mental health was, “a tool of the left, wielding influence under the
shroud of medical authority and exerting power with the muscle of federal dollars.”208
Though the fears of the spread of communism expressed by far right-wing groups
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generally fell on deaf ears, their fears regarding the nature of psychiatry and mental
institutions echoed throughout the 1960s and into the 1970s and 1980s.
Open conflict broke out between supporters of the federal government’s
involvement in mental health care and extreme conservative groups during a political
battle over the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act of 1957. The bill sparked widespread
conservative resistance to mental health reform that proved to be one of the first major
barrages against community mental health reform, and mobilized right-wing groups
across the nation to resist government sponsored mental health reform. Controversy
began when Alaska legislators meant to strengthen the provisions for mental health
treatments in the territory of Alaska. The bill created a national controversy by providing
for forcible confinement for people having ostensibly extreme political associations and
bizarre religious beliefs.209 Resistance to the bill came first from conservative, antiCommunist groups in California, including the America Public Relations Forum and
Minute Women of the U.S.A.210 By targeting the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act,
these small but vocal groups politicized mental health reform in a new way and paved the
way for greater resistance to government sponsored mental health in the 1960s and
1970s.
Though resistance began with small, local groups, their voices gained support
from conservative groups across the nation and gained the attention of national
politicians. Republican Representative Usher L. Burdick of North Dakota, for one,
openly defied the passage of the Alaska bill and national mental health reform. Burdick,
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like many critics of mental health reform, feared the growing power of psychiatrists, the
federal government, and the United Nations, which they perceived as a communist threat.
In particular, Burdick identified the lack of protection for civil liberties and vague
psychiatric definitions as the basis for conservative fears. “I can be shipped off to Alaska
where the one worlders will no longer be bothered by my fight and what they are trying
to do…just one doctor stands between me and freedom.”211 Conservatives like Burdick
viewed mental health reforms, like the Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act, as sinister
threats to individual liberties.
The right-wing response to mental health reform was not unique to the Alaska
Mental Health Enabling Act. In part, the conservative rejection grew out of responses to
the growth of the field of psychiatry after World War II. “The progressive undercurrent
driving mental health research and policy, and the federal government’s willingness to
enforce its findings,” wrote Michelle M. Nickerson, “seemed downright heavy handed”
to far-right conservatives.212 Psychiatrists believed that their training had the potential to
solve the "ills" of society, including everything from marital problems to international
relations. “[Psychiatrists] should sit on school boards, take part in town councils and
bring our influence to bear on medical education and publication and in industry,” Carl
Binger urged his fellow psychiatrists in 1948. “We must use our growing authority, not
only in local but in national politics. We may even be able to storm the fastness of the
State Department, sit in on deliberations such as the one on tensions recently held by
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UNESCO, or act as trouble shooters at U.N.”213 To conservatives, psychiatry's reach
appeared limitless, and their alliance with the federal government allowed the
government the power and ability to assert tyrannical authority over individual lives.
Protests against the growing reach of government-sponsored psychiatric care
spread across the nation and reached into Texas. The right-wing organization, Texans for
America, took the lead, arguing that the growing power of the state, and its alliance with
psychiatrists, threatened to destroy individual liberties. In addition to this organized
resistance to government-sponsored psychiatric care, there is evidence that individual
citizens also argued against the broad scope of public psychiatry. In particular, many
objected to the use of psychiatric counselors in schools. Dan Smoot, a Dallas citizen and
self-published right-wing journalist, argued that the federal government’s support of
psychiatric intervention in individual lives threatened liberal constitutional ideals and the
basis of American civil liberties. To Smoot and other far-right political activists, mental
health reform “sound[ed] like a democratic refinement upon the family spy system which
the Soviets use to eliminate individualists.” The government, he believed, sought to stop
“rebels or individualists [from] kick[ing] over the traces and resist[ing] such things as a
world government presiding over a great one-world socialist state.”214 Such fears
continued into the early 1960s among those who perceived mental health reform as a
government attack on American values. As one activist put it, government-sponsored
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psychiatry amounted to “an immoral, pernicious inroad into the privacy of every
individual.”215
For these conservative activists, community mental health programs seemed
particularly dangerous. Such community-based, state-sponsored care seemed to threaten
to force local communities to forfeit their authority to the federal government for
programs that would cost millions of dollars. One such activist, Sarah Potter, aired her
concerns in a letter to the Dallas Morning News. “It is to be hoped that the people of
Dallas will think twice before contributing to the [Community] Mental Health activities
under way in this area,” she declared. “This organization…in fact has supported
legislation which may make those with emotional problems hesitate to seek help, in that
they can be certified and institutionalized by government-appointed health officers
without the consent of their families or without a jury trial.”216 Eventually, such activists
worried the government would create, at public expense, “a gigantic mental health
program for the suppression of the individuality of every child…to make him a cog in a
socialistic society.” They warned their fellow Texans that government-sponsored mental
healthcare was “for the indoctrination of your child…by hand-picked servants of the
Super State.”217 Right-wing resistance centered on the government’s involvement in
mental health treatments and the apparent lack of protection of civil liberties for
institutionalized citizens. Such anti-government sentiment and rights-oriented arguments
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invigorated critiques of state sponsored mental health systems through the 1970s and
1980s.
Mental health reformers, including the Board of Mental Health and Mental
Retardation (MHMR), local non-profits, and individuals involved in the mental health
movement had to respond to right-wing resistance to their work. In Texas, for instance,
the Hogg Foundation, which was one of the most active non-profit organizations in Texas
mental health reform efforts, defended their cause against extreme right-wing views. The
anxiety regarding mental health reform, foundation officers argued, “must be shown to be
definitely not ‘meddling’ in the community,” and must be shown to be “directed toward
getting information about a problem people care about.”218 For the Hogg Foundation and
other reformers, the remedy to extremist views depended upon the dissemination of
information about reformers’ intentions and their potential for success. My Brother’s
Keeper, a pamphlet written by Bert Kruger Smith and published by the Hogg Foundation,
exemplified the attempt to gain public support for mental health reform. “The problem of
the mental hospital patient is an urgent one,” Smith began, identifying in particular the
extensive costs of reforms. “How to reduce hospital care from years of custodial
detention to quick-term, intensive, effective treatment,” he explained, “is the question
which economy-minded taxpayers face.” Smith sought to bring “to tens of thousands of
persons an awareness of the problems as well as some of the elementary principles of
mental health.”219 For reformers, the spread of information proved the basis for their
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rebuttal against what they perceived as outlandish right-wing attacks on mental health
reform.
The debate between health care professionals and their allies, on the one hand,
and the right’s attacks on psychiatry became part of a broader politicization of mental
health in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Such reforms became enmeshed in larger
ideological debate between left and right regarding the role of the growing federal state in
the twentieth century. Though resistance to government involvement in mental health
care was a relatively minor issue in the 1950s and 1960s, by the 1970s and 1980s these
anxieties had taken on new resonance in both the New Right’s attacks on the state and in
the patients’ civil rights movement that viewed mental hospitals as tyrannical institutions.
Historian Daniel T. Rodgers argues that in the late 1960s and 1970s, “Americans asked
themselves what sort of moral community the United States was and what sort of moral
community it should become. The questions were not new, but, amid the larger shifts in
social thought and context, the answers were different from before.”220 These questions
permeated the debate over mental health reform. As happened in many arenas of
American life, the Right and the Left, for their own reasons, both attacked the growing
power of the state, helping to further fragment the key issues of American policymaking.
The politicization of mental health reform exacerbated growing anxieties regarding the
expanding field of psychiatry and mental health reform.
State Hospital Scandals and Public Skepticism of State Sponsored Mental Health
At the beginning of the 1970s, the State of Texas assumed the care, treatment, and
rehabilitation for the majority of people with mental illness and mental retardation.
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However, simultaneously—and seemingly in contradiction with their support for public
mental health care facilities—many reformers and the public revealed a growing sense of
unease with the state’s involvement in mental health treatments. Part of the unease
regarding state involvement in mental health grew out of the troubled historical
relationship between mental hospitals and the public. Stories of abuse of patients and
other scandals marred the history of mental hospitals as early as the nineteenth-century
and continued throughout the twentieth-century. When mental hospital scandals arose in
the 1970s, they coincided with increased infighting amongst reformers. Scandals made it
more difficult to secure already increasingly scarce funds, exacerbating destructive
competition between reformers and causing a crisis of faith in reform efforts. This loss of
faith coincided with the growth of the patient rights movement that aimed to secure
patients' civil liberties in commitment processes and the right to treatment, a process that
pitted a new generation of individual rights activists against mental hospitals and
identified the state as an obstacle to reform rather than an ally.
On June 6, 1970, The Austin Statesman broke the story of an abuse scandal at
Austin State Hospital (ASH), contributing to the growing unease the public felt about the
state’s ability to lead mental health reform. Democratic State Representative, Don
Cavness, accused officials at ASH of “permitting drinking and mistreatment and sexual
abuse of teenage patients.”221 Cavness declared that “sexual promiscuity between
children and children and attendants” had increased in ASH’s children’s psychiatric
children’s unit.222 Reverend Robert Tate, a mental health reformer on the Board of
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Mental Health and Mental Retardation (MHMR) that oversaw Texas’s state mental health
program, echoed Cavness’s claims. “I can well believe [Cavness’s claims] and more, said
Tate, “about what is happening at the State Hospital.”223 Officials from ASH declined to
comment on the accusations, but Cavness insisted that unconfirmed sources told him that
two attendants raped a sixteen-year-old patient. He also questioned one of the
“treatments” that the hospital used in which patients were allegedly “stripped, placed in a
room and encouraged to fight.”224 Patients who refused to fight were showered with
bedpan waste until they became angry enough to fight. Cavness also claimed that a girl
had been chained to a basketball hoop for twenty-four hours as punishment. He believed
that some patients were held in “quiet rooms where they were stripped and held in
padded detention cells for up to three days.”225 Additionally, Cavness argued that
alcoholics in the rehabilitation ward of the hospital were allowed to drink and keep
alcohol in their rooms.226 As Cavness’s allegations unfolded in the Austin newspaper, the
public grew increasingly alarmed by the possibility of mistreatment and questioned the
validity of psychiatric treatments behind the hospital’s walls.
Despite the severity of Cavness’s claims, the MHMR quickly came out in support
of ASH staff, and discounted some of the more serious stories of sexual abuse charges. “I
realized I didn’t know what was happening,” Reverend Tate admitted as he reversed his
position on the scandals after the MHMR’s stance on the issue became clear. Tate warned
that Cavness’s, “story jeopardizes human personalities by innuendo. The board should
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rise up in their defense.” When questioned about his statement that he “wasn’t surprised”
about the alleged abuse at ASH, he responded by shifting blame from the institution to
the Texas legislature that failed to adequately fund mental health. Reverend Tate had, he
said, hoped Cavness’s charges would lead him to fight for more state funds to improve
and professionalize ASH staff, and he hoped that Cavness’s claims would solve the
MHMR’s problems. When “the legislature [was] in the mood to make decent
appropriations,” suggested Tate, “then the problems such as the Austin legislator
described would be solved.”227 Tate continued to emphasize that the legislature’s failure
to provide adequate funding and resources for institutional staff caused the loss of control
of certain wards.228 As the Texas legislature withdrew funding from the system, mental
health reformers found it increasingly difficult to sustain alliances for reform. Unlike
their counterparts in the early 1960s whose sense of a common purpose benefited from a
peak in federal support, reformers in the 1970s began infighting as their goals splintered
due to a lack of support and funding from Texas legislatures. More importantly, the
infighting and lack of state support presented an image of bureaucratic incompetence to
the public.
The MHMR reacted defensively to Cavness’s claims, and publicly supported the
hospital’s reputation and the department’s leadership in mental healthcare. Dr. William
O. Wheeler, psychiatric director for sixteen- to twenty-one-year-old patients at ASH,
asserted, “No Austin State Hospital patient has reported any attempt at rape in or out of
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the hospital in more than a year.”229 Dr. Wheeler denounced The Austin-American and
Representative Cavness for their unsubstantiated accusations. Wheeler touted what he
described as the many advances made at ASH in the previous two years in psychiatric
treatment and housing of adolescents, and argued that the changes made the hospital less
prison-like and provided a better therapeutic environment.230 Additionally, the MHMR
reinforced its defense of ASH staff after their investigation of the hospital. Dr. Charles H.
Brown, committee chairman, reviewed the security system at ASH and concluded that
finding evidence for Rep. Cavness’s claims was “like trying to catch fog in a bucket.”231
Dr. Brown stated that Cavness’s report was filled with “all sorts of stuff,” including a
story regarding a girl that Cavness stated “jumped off a cliff,” when in reality the
patient—on official leave of absence from the hospital—broke her ankle at a party raided
by police.232 Dr. Brown did assert a need for more security officials to deter “nighttime
interlopers, some of whom carry drink or liquor,” and recommended better
communication between night and day security shifts, as well as better lighting for the
hospital ground at night. However, they found no evidence that could incriminate any
ASH staff member on the grounds mentioned in Caveness’s report.233 The MHMR
clearly needed to denounce Caveness’s allegations in order sustain the public’s support
for mental health reform. Mental health reformers no longer enjoyed the generally
positive relationship with the public. Increasingly, people eyed the state’s role in mental
reform with suspicion and distrusted the authority of mental health experts.
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Once the MHMR completed its own investigation of ASH, the department was
forced to admit that several instances occurred in the hospitals’ wards that had to be
addressed. Sexual promiscuity and drug abuse were the most common complaints raised
at the hospital, and the report raised alarms about many of the hospitals’ practices, many
of which were sanctioned psychiatric practices. One complaint raised in the report came
from the husband of a female patient who contracted gonorrhea after visiting her, and he
insisted that he had not had any extramarital affairs. The woman confessed the she had
had an affair with a nineteen-year old hospital attendant and was pregnant after “having
intercourse 50 to 60 times” with him.234 The report also revealed the lack of supervision
for teenage patients. In one of the clearest examples, three male teens were seen with one
female teenager between fifteen and sixteen years old “putting lighter fluid onto tissue
paper and holding this to their faces until they would fall over and begin to shake and
laugh,” which went on for some twenty minutes.235 Investigators also found instances
where adolescents prone to fighting were “taped together at the wrists,” at the express
orders of an ASH doctor who, “instructed the Child Care Workers to leave the girls
together until they were finished arguing,” and were “placed on a schedule for arguing
every thirty minutes.”236 Of particular concern, the Austin Police Department believed
that people voluntarily checked themselves into the hospital after committing crimes in
order to avoid being prosecuted, and that twelve patients of ASH were involved in thirty-
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three burglaries and other crimes over the last two years.237 The content of the report,
much of which was published in newspapers across the state, revealed to the public that
ASH faculty, despite MHMR’s confidence in the hospital, could neither guarantee the
safety of their patients inside the hospitals’ walls nor could it keep those outside the
hospitals’ grounds safe from its patients.
The testimonies, printed in the state’s newspapers, of two former ASH employees,
James Wilson and Rick Laminack, confirmed the grave nature of Caveness’s initial
allegations. The two described the children’s wards as “old, rundown…overrun with rats
and cockroaches,” and “the closest thing to a ghetto,” Wilson had ever worked in.
Children often went months without medical care, did not receive the professional
attention necessary for treatment. They were denied meals as a form of punishment, and
sometimes were locked in isolation for more than a week. Wilson’s testimony
corroborated one of Caveness’s most shocking claims about a teenage patient being
chained outside for over twenty-four hours. The girl had been chained to a basketball
pole for more than a day because her screams “’bother[ed] other patients and staff.’”238
The MHMR report on the hospital confirmed not only that the girl had been chained
outside to a pole for over a day, but also that hospital staff had done so at the direct orders
of a doctor, who explained that occasionally other patients had been “tied to a volleyball
net post in such a manner that the patient could free himself. The theory was that when
the patient worked himself free he would no longer be angry,” and that “the idea of
patients being bound was not new and was employed by other mental institutions
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throughout the nation.”239 The testimonies of Wilson and Laminack compounded some
of the more shocking practices that were exposed in the MHMR report, and many people
began to wonder about the foundations of psychiatric practice. The scandal not only
caused greater distrust between the public and mental health facilities, but also caused a
rift within the MHMR and hindered the department’s overall ability to secure continued
support for mental health reforms throughout the 1970s.
The extent of the report damaged Governor Preston Smith’s reputation and the
MHMR’s public standing. Governor Smith, who told reporters that the MHMR and ASH
faculty were “doing a good job” and asserted Caveness’s claims were uncorroborated
when the allegations first aired, soon found himself a target for public criticism.240 After
the MHMR concluded its investigation into faculty conduct at ASH, Governor Smith and
the MHMR were forced to admit that all was not well within the hospitals’ wards. Smith
backpedaled on his position on ASH as Paul Eggers, the Republican gubernatorial
candidate running against Smith, chastised Smith for his “’premature’ judgment…aimed
at ‘placating’ the public.”241 “This report does prove that there are some regrettable things
wrong at the hospital,” admitted Smith. The governor continued to defend the MHMR for
“not attempting to ‘whitewash’ the charges,” assuring Texans that “This board, as do all
of our citizens boards…worked hard for our citizens…[and] is one of the strengths of our
system.”242 The contradiction between the MHMR’s report and their previous insistence
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that Caveness’s claims held no factual basis prompted questions regarding the ability
state officials and mental health experts to effectively direct and manage reforms.
Editorials published in local newspapers made clear that the general public
invested their trust in the testimony of former hospital employees over the reassurances
of Governor Smith and MHMR board members. Despite the MHMR’s official
investigation into ASH employee conduct, some felt it “unlikely that a report of an
investigation by the Board…will settle questions in the public’s mind about the Austin
State Hospital controversy.”243 The key problem for Austinites, argued reporter Glen
Castlebury, was that “the MHMR board continually [was] much too plagued by
personalities and politics to secure public confidence on debatable, sensitive and
emotional allegations.”244 The scandals and infighting showed to the public that MHMR
did not have the control over institutional care and mental health reforms that it touted,
further weakening the public’s trust in state mental health bureaucracies.
MHMR board members gained a reputation for being infected with political
problems as infighting within the department aired publicly. The most notable example
occurred when Rev. Robert Tate forced Commissioner Dr. John Kinross-Wright to resign
after Kinross-Wright fired Deputy Commissioner Gary Miller against the board’s wishes
in April of 1970.245 Much of the infighting revolved around perceptions amongst the
MHMR board members that Dr. Kinross-Wright did not appear committed to establishing
community mental health centers in Texas.246 By 1970, MHMR politics chaffed state
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officials and board members alike, even to the extent that some members felt that “the
whole board should resign” and that having the “slate wiped clean” was likely the easiest
way to solve the MHMR’s issues.247 The board that once promised a new and improved
mental health system had become identified with inefficiencies, infighting, and scandals.
Once the MHMR no longer held a reputation for being a clear leader in Texas’s mental
health policy, it became a target for criticism that fueled distrust for the state’s role in
mental health reform.
The scandal at ASH and the infighting of the MHMR at the beginning of the
1970s set a tone of distrust and between the public, mental health reformers, and the state
government. In contrast to the resistance to psychiatric power in the 1960s that was
characterized by an ambivalent attitude toward psychiatrists’ ability to remedy the ills of
the mental health system, resistance to psychiatrists’ power in state hospitals intensified
throughout the 1970s. The doubts raised by ASH’s patient abuse scandal regarding
MHMR’s ability to guide Texas’s mental health reform movement exacerbated the
struggles it placed to find support it needed to enact the change it promised. Once the
MHMR became entangled in its own squabbling in the face of abuse scandals, the
department became a target for criticism. The tensions at the beginning of the decade,
therefore, added exacerbated the fissures already forming between the public and mental
health reformers.
The Patient Rights Movement, Decline of Expert Authority, and the Rise of the New
Right
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By the 1970s, the strongest proponents of mental health reform increasingly
framed their argument in terms of individual patient rights. While the advancement of
patient rights proved essential for the goal of creating a more just mental health system,
this rights-based argument limited the scope of reformers’ goals and their potential to win
support for increased funding. This shift in ideology proved critical because it coincided
with the New Right’s concerted attack upon federal funding for state welfare provision
that included the increasingly discredited mental health care system. The Right not only
criticized state mental health care as inefficient and unnecessarily expensive, but also
targeted reformers tactics of using “activist” courts that were often seen as meddlesome
in defining relationships between the state and the individual. Over time, the Right and an
increasingly conservative public began to identify the state as the greatest threat to patient
rights and progress in mental health care, which was only worsened by the growing cost
of Texas’s mental health care system.
The momentum against expanded psychiatric care grew in part because
professional psychiatrists took up the cause. Psychiatrist Thomas Szasz, for instance,
crafted powerful critiques of modern psychiatry in his books The Myth of Mental Illness:
Foundations of a Theory of Personal Conduct, first published as an essay in 1960 and
republished as a book in 1973, and Law Liberty, and Psychiatry: An Inquiry into the
Social Issues of Mental Health Practices, published in 1966. Szasz, a libertarian,
generally believed that psychiatry was a form of social control often used tyrannically in
the name of “good” mental health. Mental illness, according to Szasz, only designated
behavior that psychiatrists deemed “abnormal,” and Szasz even questioned the existence
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of mental illnesses because of the subjective nature in which they were diagnosed.248
Furthermore, Szasz argued that psychiatry served as a means of social engineering for the
advantage of the state over its populace by “engag[ing] in attempts to change the
behavior and values of individuals, groups, institutions, and sometimes even of
nations.”249 His assertions cast doubt on the motivations behind psychiatric treatments
that inspired many mental patients and their families to question the authority of
psychiatrists in mental health reform.
Szasz also helped popularize the concept of patient rights and strengthened the
notion that patient civil liberties ought to be protected. Szasz likened the struggles of
mental patients to other oppressed groups and encouraged mentally ill persons to fight for
their own civil rights. “Like the Jews of Nazi Germany or, until recently, the Negroes in
the South, mental patients have been afraid to stand up and fight for their liberty.”250 His
answer for how mental patients ought to improve their lives was highly influenced by his
perception of the Civil Rights movement. Szasz suggested that, “Perhaps the most
effective method for securing the mental patient’s liberty—not to become mentally well,
but, if need be, to remain as he is and yet enjoy the right of an American—lies in legal
action against his oppressors.”251 Szasz’s analogy between the African American Civil
Rights movement and the patient movement reflected the growing links between
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resistance to psychiatric power amongst the public and an idea of rights-based liberalism,
one that “proved inadequate to the immense social problems that lay before it.”252
Individuals like Szasz encouraged a growing movement that focused on defining
the civil liberties of institutionalized individuals. The efforts to establish rights for
persons with mental illness had a broad, grassroots base that is often hard to identify.
However, in Austin, activists began to raise awareness for mental patient rights. Activist
Marj Wightman editorialized her views on mental patient rights in August of 1964 in the
Austin American. “Don’t give anyone the idea you’re a nut,” she warned Austinites, “You
may wind up in a legal jungle fighting for your civil rights.” Wightman went on to tell
Austin readers that mental patients “comprise one of the largest oppressed minorities in
the nation.”253 Wightman cited Professor Ralph Slovenko as the inspiration for her
activism. Slovenko, professor of Law at Tulane University, spoke at the American
Psychiatric Association (APA) in 1964 with Thomas Szasz, and wrote extensively on the
limited rights of mentally ill persons in the 1960s.254 In 1961, Slovenko criticized
commitment procedures across the nation for their ignorance of patient rights. “The jail
cell is no more abominable than the closed ward of some hospitals,”255 he charged.
Worse, he claimed, “as recently reported in Texas, seventy per cent of its patients do not
need to be in a mental hospital.”256 As professionals aired their criticisms of the mental
health movement of the 1960s, they gained traction with members of the public. Though
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such resistance to reform had not yet gained the traction it would during the 1970s, Szasz
and Slovenko helped lay the groundwork for later political action and created increasing
political pressures for a movement for patient rights.
Congress, swayed by the growing momentum of patient rights activists across the
nation, also raised doubts about forced commitments in state hospitals throughout the
1960s and launched numerous investigations to assess the status of the constitutional
rights of institutionalized persons. In November 1969 the Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights led by Democratic South Carolina Representative John Lanneau
McMillan held a congressional investigation on the constitutional rights of the mentally
ill. The purpose of the McMillan’s report was to establish the effectiveness of the District
of Columbia Hospitalization for the Mentally Ill Act of 1964 that intended to protect the
rights of mentally ill persons in Washington D.C.257 McMillan told the House that he
hoped that law would start the process of “fashioning…a strong chain of constitutional
protections for a long-neglected group in our society.”258
McMillan’s call for protection of civil rights indicated a rising bottom-up demand
for the protection of patient civil liberties. The Senate received “hundreds of letters of
complaint and injury concerning the treatment of mentally ill,” who “saw grave
constitutional problems arising if the law assumed a governmental right to involuntary
hospitalization.”259 As state-based psychiatrist-led mental health reform received growing
criticism, reformers’ focus shifted away from an exploration in community mental health
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to a patient rights movement that focused on protecting the individual patient against the
potential abuses of the psychiatric state. The growing emphasis on individual patient
rights, while necessary, fractured the common sense of purpose that had once tied
reformers’ efforts together.
Growing conservative attacks upon the welfare state also shaped the politics of
mental healthcare reform by further undercutting the support for funding hospitals and
mental health programs. Resentment against government spending grew and “focused on
soaring federal spending and climbing tax rates,” as many Americans expressed
frustration that “Criminals, the mentally ill, American Indians, immigrants, youth,
prisoners, and homosexuals, demanded ‘special privileges’ while hard-working
Americans were overlooked and overtaxed.”260 Such frustrations arose early in the 1970s
and were reflected in conversations surrounding state budgets. The Dallas Morning News
described the Texas budget drafted by legislators in June 1972—which provided for only
$15.8 million of the requested $300 million—as a “financial time bomb.” Representative
Jake Johnson from San Antonio “complained of ‘the high price of poverty’” as the budget
committee denied a $3.5 million request from the MHMR “for federal certification that
allow[ed] welfare patients to receive their checks.”261 Mental health reformers found
themselves struggling for political support as MHMR programs associated with the “high
price of poverty” that became increasingly controversial through the 1970s. The growing
political skepticism for welfare programs also brought mental health reforms under fire,
and contributed to a retraction in political support for state sponsored mental health.
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Mental health programs not only faced pressures from shrinking budgets and
increasing political resistance, but also contended with dramatic changes in the federal
government’s leadership role in mental health reform. Federal officials sought to
decentralize services by fracturing the National Institute of Mental Health’s influence
over reform movements and redistributing its authority to politically appointed regional
directors in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). Federal policy
makers hoped that the shift from NIHM to HEW would “bring decisions closer to the
people,” but its effect was to shift the responsibility of mental health reform from a
central federal agency to regional directors at HEW.262 Furthermore, many questioned
HEW’s ability to manage the community mental health centers and continued reforms.
When NIMH Director Stanley Nolls resigned in response to the decentralization of
federal mental health care oversight, he attacked HEW as lacking qualified personel to
run national mental health programs. Likewise, many of NIMH’s healthcare professionals
feared that that decentralization “seriously jeopardized” community based health centers
and thus would disproportionately hurt racially segregated or underprivileged
communities.263 Community centers, once the answer to the many problems of state
mental hospitals, faced the increasing threats of shrinking financial support and political
attack. What had once been a broad national reform movement in the 1960s splintered in
the 1970s.
While it appeared to some that decentralization might crack the foundations of the
community mental health movement, some reformers found the prospect of
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decentralization liberating for patients and mental health professionals alike. Public
perceptions of progressive mental health policies shifted from the 1960s to the 1970s, as
increased patient liberty became a major goal for reformers. Both Travis County and
Central Brazos Valley units, two wards at ASH, enacted open-door policies that allowed
patients to come and go from the hospital as they pleased, and allowed a greater amount
of patient autonomy than had ever been seen before at the hospital. Though many people
expressed serious security concerns about allowing patients to leave and return at their
own will, the open-door policy allowed patients to create their own communities within
hospital units.264 Dr. Margaret Sedberry, then director and psychiatrist of the Travis
County Unit, summarized the change, “The philosophy used to be that the psychiatrist
played God…but with decentralization, each unit is like a small hospital in itself. The
doctor is no longer God.”265 Whereas the previous structure of state hospitals focused on
instituting tighter security, the new “open door” model of hospital care helped reduce the
association between the hospital and confinement. ASH thus had to project an identity to
the community that was both therapeutic and liberating. Though for a time ASH managed
to find a middle ground between patient rights and providing effective services, such
compromises would become harder to find as state budgetary constraints limited mental
health program funding.
Texas’s struggle to find alternative funding for mental health care, and for welfare
programs as a whole, became part of a national crisis in welfare provision. States had
relied largely on federal funds to support social and welfare services, but as the cost of
these programs grew, sympathy for welfare programs shrank. The State of Texas faced a
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$400 million year deficit for 1972. Texas residents watched as their representatives
“inflict[ed] new fiscal pain” through new taxes to pay for welfare programs. The
“booming welfare and education costs…suffocate[ed] the states,” and ensured that “while
people in Washington talk, those back home are going to pay—big.”266 As attention
shifted toward costs of services, many began to view state services as being stretched thin
at the expense of the individual taxpayer. The community services that had been the
answer to mental health reform and the key to the transition from hospital to community
center became increasingly seen as an additional burden on the individual taxpayer.
As discussions about treatments focused increasingly on patient liberty, funding
for mental health centers faced increasing scrutiny by a state legislature that had become
more concerned with costs than quality of services. In 1975, the state legislature slashed
the MHMR’s budget and accused community mental health and mental retardation
centers of being wasteful and grossly inefficient. Two members of the House
Appropriations Committee claimed community centers amounted to “little more than
‘porkbarrel’ [sic] operations which pay inflated salaries to persons of questionable
competence,” and believed community services’ budgets required additional state
oversight and regulation.267 Demands for increased funding in the mental health system
coincided with the increase in overall resistance to welfare spending, thus weakening the
MHMR’s political allies in the Texas House and Senate. The Texas Senate Human
Resources Committee, for example, delayed passing a bill to increase funding for state
community mental health and mental retardation services after Senator Bill Braecklein—
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a key supporter of MHMR activities in the legislature—learned of the $70 million
required to implement the changes outlined in the bill. Even though reformers promised a
substantial boost to the quality and types of services available, the cost of the services
appeared far too high for the committee.268 The lack of support for additional spending on
community mental health center reform not only led to doubts in the communities that
mental health professionals sought to help, but it also undercut the political support
necessary to maintain mental health as a priority.
More and more observers, from a wide range of political backgrounds, began to
argue for the rights of mentally ill persons as citizens in the 1970s. In doing so, they
created an ambiguous political environment. Once momentum for mental health reform
sputtered, the anxieties about court-ordered commitments, psychiatric control over
individuals, and the legitimacy of psychiatry as a medical profession all converged
around the notion of the mental patient as citizen in the 1970s. This broad coalition of
groups concerned with patients’ civil rights created what became known as the ex-patient
movement. The goal of the patient rights movement sought to protect the civil liberties of
mentally ill persons by restricting the power of state institutions to hold people in state
hospitals for lengthy periods and by securing a patient’s right to refuse treatment.
Litigation sought to establish clearer definitions of mental illness and to secure a
constitutional right to treatment that included an individual’s ability to refuse therapy. In
the midst of these debates, several court cases arose regarding patient rights, which
limited mental hospitals’ abilities to provide treatments and refocused mental health
reform on mental hospitals instead of community mental health care. As reformers used
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federal courts to intervene on their behalf, it exacerbated the conflicts between state
legislatures, the state, and the MHMR surrounding funding that led to the eventual
fracturing of mental health reform efforts.
At the same time that funding for mental health programs declined, mental health
reformers faced growing criticism from advocates of patient civil rights. Patients, as well
as hospital attendants, began speaking out regarding their experiences of abuse and
neglect within state psychiatric hospitals. Together, they sought to change the state’s
legal framework to secure the rights of mental patients and the rights of mentally disabled
persons. Free the Slow, a local civil rights group in Austin, fought for the rights of
mentally disabled persons by criticizing treatment in mental hospitals and state schools.
The former state hospital and state school employees joined Free the Slow to protest the
forceful use of experimental drugs without consent from patients.269 The group focused
on concerns regarding the lack of patient choice in treatment programs and indefinite
confinement in institutions.
The Mental Health Law Project (MHLP), founded in 1972, sought to push for
mental health reform through litigation. In particular, they set out “to use the systematic
involvement of lawyers and mental health professionals in order to eliminate the disparity
between professional ideals and performance in the field of mental health and mental
retardation.”270 The organization sought to rectify a discrepancy between psychiatric
practices that emphasized patient autonomy and state hospital treatment that remained
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centered on control. The MHLP sought regulations for state institutional care that legally
defined the basis for psychiatric commitment and protected patient civil liberties in state
institutions. They wanted the federal government to force every institution “to provide a
humane physical and psychological environment for its residents.” The group also aimed
for new standards for the hospital facilities, and they crafted the notion of a patient’s right
to due process that established that facilities had to treat patients or release them. Finally
the MHLP sought “a least restrictive alternative,” meaning that state hospitals should find
the least restrictive means to providing treatments, minimizing long-term forced
commitments as much as possible.271 The MHLP and its allies, profoundly shaped the
developing patient rights movement, bringing a focus on legal protections for mental
patients within existing institutions instead of exploring alternatives to mental hospital
care.
Local newspapers often reported on the dilemma the mental health system faced
and focused the public’s attention on the effectiveness of state mental health systems and
raised questions about the state’s respect for patient’s civil liberties. For instance, the
Austin Statesman’s Larry Wright reported on the travails of one twenty-three-year-old
woman who suffered from epileptic seizures and exhibited signs of excessive drinking,
promiscuous sexual behavior, and rebellious activities throughout her life.272 Wright
witnessed a discussion between social workers as they debated the best course of action.
For such a troublesome patient, the social workers suggested, neither institutional nor
community resources would offer the woman much help. “What is her sin that she be sent
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to the hospital?” they asked. “People don’t like when a retarded girl” is promiscuous,
“but what about patient’s rights?” they continued, as the group discussed patient
autonomy in treatment programs. “I begin to question what we have really done for
her.”273 Stories like Wright’s raised questions about the state’s ability to effect change
through psychiatric intervention. These questions kindled public doubts about state
intuitions’ ability to help individual patients recover their livelihoods after a mental
illness.
In 1970 Alabama reformers, Charles Halperin and the Center for Law and Social
Policy, brought a class action lawsuit seeking to establish a constitutional right to
adequate care. The case arose when Alabama’s state hospital fired a large portion of its
staff due to budget constraints, which negatively affected the patient-to-staff ratio. In
Wyatt v. Stickney, Halperin argued that states had a legal obligation to staff adequate
numbers of professionally trained personnel in order to fulfill patients’ constitutional
right to treatment.274 By reducing its staff, Halperin argued, the hospital had violated its
patients’ right to treatment.275 Indeed, Alabama’s state institutions faced many of the
same struggles as their counterparts in Texas, rooted in the combination of increasing
need for funds, diminishing political support, and evaporating state and federal funds.
Alabama’s institutions adapted by decreasing the quality of their services and firing
staff.276 In Wyatt v. Stickney former patients and attendants sought to force Alabama to
rehire staff and refund their state hospital programs. The U.S. District Court ruled in
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favor of the patients and found “that patient treatment did not meet any minimum
standards of treatment of the mentally ill.”277 The results of the case, which came to
affect all mental institutions across the nation in 1971, helped establish staffing ratios,
standards of care, physical standards for patient facilities, and rehabilitation care after
release.278 Wyatt v. Stickney helped reformers develop a clear definition of what
constituted treatment, and to establish boundaries surrounding the treatments provided by
the state.
But the boundaries and stipulations of the court case proved counterproductive
because of the additional funding requirements the case placed on institutions at the same
moment that state and the federal governments reduced money for mental health
programs. The State of Alabama appealed the court ruling and “argued that the cost of
implementing the minimum standards set forth…would require capital expenditures of
sixty-five to seventy million dollars, a sum equal to more than half of the State's present
general fund,” and that the outcome of the case “failed to give sufficient consideration or
recognition to other equally important demands on the State's revenue.”279 The case
ultimately placed larger requirements on state institutions while ignoring a major
underlying cause of state institutions’ inability to provide adequate treatment.
Though many rights-based reformers involved in mental health care supported the
intent of the court case to secure a stronger commitment from the state, some advocates
also viewed the “emergence of rights of the mentally handicapped” as a major “dilemma
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for state mental health systems.”280 Dr. Kenneth Gaver, commissioner of the MHMR,
suggested that the court ruling might force facilities to choose between “the right…to
receive adequate treatment or rehabilitation, and his right to receive that help in the
environment that has the least restrictions on his personal freedom.”281 This dilemma, as
Dr. Gaver outlined it, occurred because generally the best care was found in state
hospitals, institutions that were also seen as providing the least amount of freedom for
patients. Though community centers could provide an alternative, reformers now
recognized that they required “a massive commitment of funding and talent.”282 The
MHMR estimated that the state commitment to mental health facilities would have to
triple to approximately $1billion in order to comply with the Wyatt v. Stickney federal
mandate.283 Though the litigation sought to establish clearer rights for patients and care, it
also had the unintended effect of intensifying the problem of state funding, and further
damaging the efforts of state sponsored mental health advocates.
Wyatt vs. Stickney did more than increase financial pressures for mental health
reform; the suit also created a crisis for mental health advocates regarding the future of
the federal government’s role in regulating local institutions. For instance, the court
established mandatory patient-to-staff ratios that many mental health practitioners felt
were nearly impossible to meet.284 The staffing ratios defined by the court set the stage
for the large-scale removal of patients from mental institutions. Robert Humphries,
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Assistant Attorney General for the State of Alabama, expressed this concern during a
speech at a mental health symposium in 1974. “The near impossibility of complying with
[the] staffing ratio standard” suggested that there was “no way that we can ever comply
unless we are able to reduce our patient population to a reasonable level.”285 Though
Humphries did not know it at the time, the reduction of patient population would become
the most common answer to the federal mandate beginning in the mid-1970s. A by the
early 1980s, reduction in patient populations would define the deinstitutionalization of
mental hospitals.
In addition to shaping the size of patient populations through federal mandates,
early 1970s litigation also redefined the boundaries of a patient’s rights to decide on
whether to be treated or not. In 1975, the U.S. Supreme Court Case heard O’Connor v.
Donaldson, a suit originating in Florida that distinguished a patient’s right to liberty from
their right to treatment. O’Connor v. Donaldson raised the issues of indefinite
confinements and forcible commitments of patients. The court sided with the patient,
Kenneth Donaldson, who claimed he was sane during his fifteen years of confinement.
The Court established that patients who did not pose a danger to themselves or others
could not be held indefinitely in mental hospitals and had to receive treatment or be
released from care.286 Whereas previously psychiatrists determined the length of a
patient’s confinement, Donaldson sought to prevent lengthy forced commitments to state
hospitals. The case limited the state’s power of commitment by affirming that “a finding
of mental illness alone does not justify a state’s indefinite custodial confinement of an
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individual…if the individual is dangerous to no one and can live safely in freedom.”287
The Court’s decision in the Donaldson case addressed the longstanding fear regarding
vague commitment standards and subjective definitions of mental illness. The Court
intended to force state laws to define the rationale behind forcible commitments,
strengthening the patient rights movement by acknowledging institutionalization as a
threat to patient civil liberties.
Though Donaldson redefined the stipulations for involuntary commitments, the
effects of the case were limited because the circumstances surrounding O’Connor’s
grievances were so specific that it was unclear to what extent the court’s ruling would
affect other mental patients in other hospitals. Benjamin Heinman, a spokesperson and
lawyer from the Mental Health Law Project, described the case as “‘significant but
limited,”’ and added that the decision did not clearly “establish a constitutional right to
treatment,” as many patient rights activists had hoped to accomplish.288 The limitations of
Donaldson created increasing tension between state mental health professionals and
patient rights activists because the patient rights movement was only partially successful
in securing a definition of involuntary confinement.
In the late 1970s, mental health facilities faced greater challenges to providing
care as costs continued to balloon and patients pushed for expanded rights. The AustinTravis County Mental Health and Mental Retardation Center, for example, faced much
more demand than they could handle for the social services they offered. By June 1976,
the center reported that it had served seventy-five percent of the patients it expected to
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serve for the entire year.289 And the increased demand created problems because, as the
center’s deputy director stated, “When demand is way up, there are problems with
providing adequate care.”290 Financial matters only grew worse when the MHMR was
forced to reorganize itself and cut services in order save money because they did not
receive adequate funding.291 After Wyatt vs. Stickney and O’Connor vs. Donaldson,
mental health reforms had to proceed with caution in order to continue operating, despite
the clear need from the public for more mental health and mental retardation services
within the community and a lack of financial commitment.
ASH provides insight into how the regulations instituted by Wyatt vs Stickney and
O’Connor vs Donaldson proved challenging for the hospital as state finances shrank. As
ASH faced an additional crisis of diminishing funds, coupled by a simultaneous increase
in federal stipulations, the institution struggled to provide care to its diverse patient
population. In 1979, the hospital only reported a population of 855, a significant
reduction from its population in 1976 of 1,009 patients.292 Though the patient population
had been significantly reduced, so had staff salaries and the hospital had come rely on
student interns and volunteers from the University of Texas who typically worked for one
semester.293 The Travis County Unit at ASH cited issues of staffing, morale, and a lack of
funding in the hospital’s annual report to the MHMR. The unit stated it was “constantly
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[in] a crisis situation…TDMHMR and ASH rules make treatment more difficult.” The
report further cited that “As…funding decreased, admissions and readmissions rate and
need for service…increases without any increased financing for the Unit.”294 Heavy
regulations and lack of funding made it difficult for units at ASH to implement effective
treatments. ASH therefore struggled to comply with greater regulations while facing
limited financial commitment from the state.
Even compliance with the “least restrictive alternative” brought public scorn as
newspaper reports criticized the hospital’s inability to effectively treat patients. Some
patients—allowed to leave the hospital of their own accord under the new standard—
committed suicide or were arrested.295 One patient who had been hospitalized eighteen
times survived his release by operating as a male prostitute until he earned enough money
to pay for a motel room. The patient called ASH “a joke. They just dump you on the
sidewalk when they’re through with you.”296 Restrictions on hospital commitments and
adherence to the least restrictive alternative policy, while liberating for some patients,
unintentionally made it more difficult for others to receive the long-term treatment their
illnesses required. Some persons with mental illness left the hospital feeling uncared for
and abandoned. Moreover, as one report put it, “a lot of relatively unstable people are
back on the street—perhaps before they should be.” In fact, ASH reported that 1,791
admitted persons in 1977 were returning patients.297 Unlicensed halfway houses or
boarding homes often awaited mental ill persons released from hospital care, many of
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which exploited mental patients’ instability. As one MHMR psychiatrist assessed the
situation, “People are being dumped out of hospitals so that they can say they’re not
warehousing [patients]…so they’re still being warehoused, but in deficient facilities with
no medical care.”298 Though the patient rights movement managed to regulate some state
hospitals’ treatment practices, the results did not lead to better care for all patients.
Activists focused their attentions on further legally defining the right to treatment. In the
wake of the court ruling on Wyatt v. Stickney and in the midst of the O’Connor v.
Donaldson case, another legal battle for patients’ civil rights gained traction in Austin.
R.A.J v. TXMHMR, as it became known, targeted the conditions and treatments in
Texas’s eight state psychiatric hospitals. The case involved a male patient, referred to by
his initials “R.A.J,” housed in Terrell State Hospital. The suit, initially filed in 1974 at a
time when the court system of the United States generally upheld and expanded rights,
continued until 1997, long into the era when courts became more skeptical about patient
rights.299 The case’s first settlement in 1981 forced state hospitals to make many
institutional changes including, hiring more staff, renovating aging facilities, meeting
safety standards, and creating clear procedures for issuing psychotropic medications. In
addition, hospitals had to win accreditation of state hospitals through the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH), create specialized treatment
programs for adult and geriatric patients, and provide greater commitment to aftercare
facilities. Additionally, it was the responsibility of state hospitals to seek appropriate
funding from the legislature.300 These demands for more treatment programs, staff,
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improved facilities, and aftercare, however, did not guarantee funding and occurred at a
time that the federal government shifted its priorities sharply by defunding mental health
facilities.
Ronald Reagan and the Intentional Fracturing of Mental Health Care
The federal government in the early 1980s under President Ronald Reagan
intentionally accelerated the processes of deinstitutionalization that had begun as
unintended consequences of Wyatt v. Stickney and O’Connor v. Donaldson. Right-wing
attacks on welfare programs increased in the 1980s while the left simultaneously
demanded larger government intervention on behalf of patients in state hospitals. The
collision of these two forces in the arena of mental health reform weakened the
infrastructure of the state mental health system, increased per-patient costs within
hospitals, restricted state hospitals’ ability to provide long-term care for patients, and
ultimately encouraged deinstitutionalization.
The United States Congress enacted the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons
Act (CRIPA) and became federal law under President Carter on May 23, 1980. The act
was intended to strengthen the federal government’s ability to force state governments to
correct state institutions that violated the rights of institutionalized persons, including
psychiatric patients and prisoners.301 Carter hoped that the bill would “promote the
protection of human rights” and expand civil rights.302 Though CRIPA appeared to
reformers as if it would strengthen their ability to enact change within institutions;
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however, the act received “less than enthusiastic enforcement” under the Reagan.303 “In
the eight years since its passage, CRIPA has not fulfilled Congress' expectations.”
criticized law professor John Kip Cornwell in 1988.304 He added, “The federal
government…has a responsibility to defend those citizens who are unable to seek redress
of constitutional rights denied them. The government's performance over the past seven
years has been far from exemplary.”305 Instead of relying on federal authority to enforce
and protect patient rights, the federal government relied on conciliation between states
and reformers. 306 Mental health advocates thus found themselves in lengthy negotiations
with state officials, which slowed the pace of reform considerably and made it difficult to
enact sweeping changes to the state mental health system.
Increased tensions regarding MHMR funds were compounded by the federal
retraction of monies to social services in 1981 after the political climate shifted firmly
toward conservatism. “In this present crisis, government is not the solution to our
problem; government is the problem,” declared Ronald Reagan in his first inaugural
address as president. “From time to time we've been tempted to believe…that
government by an elite group is superior to government for, by, and of the people.”307 His
address affirmed a shift to the right in American politics that represented views that
directly opposed the New Deal and the Great Society. The perception of the government
as the “problem” instead of the answer to society’s problem would have far reaching
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consequences for mental health reformers who were unable mount a substantial
resistance to right-wing attacks on government-sponsored mental health programs.
President Reagan, living up to his promise to “get government back within its
means, and to lighten our punitive tax burden,” proposed large-scale budget cuts to social
welfare programs, many mental health professionals expressed their discontent.308 John
Wolfe, executive director of the National Council of Community Mental Health Centers,
believed that President Reagan’s budget proposal—which cut federal funding for state
mental health programs by 25 percent—would push back mental health reform twenty
years. Wolfe likened Reagan’s budget cuts to a reversion to “Social Darwinism” that
marked a complete reversal of the federal government’s previously supportive stance
toward the mentally ill.309 Wolfe protested Reagan’s cuts and feared that mental health
services would be altogether forgotten with the new block tax grants to states, which did
not require that funds be spent in any one area.310 As R.A.J. required more funding for
mental hospitals, the result of the litigation took funds away from community centers as
the federal government—the chief proponent of mental health legislation since the end of
World War II—retracted its support and leadership from mental health reform.
Patient rights activists hoped that R.A.J would force the state to reform its eight
psychiatric hospitals. The first complaint filed in 1974 claimed that Terrell State Hospital
violated patients’ constitutional rights to a safe environment and immediate treatment, as
well as their right to refuse medications. They complained that hospitals were dangerous,
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treatment often came too late, and when it did come that psychiatrists tended to
overmedicate patients in order to keep them calm.311 The state did nothing to address
these concerns until 1980 when federal experts reviewed Texas state hospitals on behalf
of the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Department of Justice [DOJ]. The DOJ’s
investigation prompted an amended complaint filed by the Plaintiff, which added several
specific cases of overuse of psychotropic medications, inappropriate use of electroshock
therapy, misdiagnosis of patients, systemic lack of care, instances where treatment was
not pursued, and inadequate living conditions within hospitals.312 According to Garry E.
Miller, director of the MHMR during the first settlement of R.A.J., these findings largely
supported the public’s existing perceptions of state hospital conditions, which he claimed
were “unsubstantiated” and based on “naïve pop psychological analysis” that received
additional media attention on the most extreme or violent incidences within hospitals.313
The complaints filed in R.A.J., though legitimate, also served to reinforce a negative
perception of state hospital care that had long existed in the public’s memory and
intensified throughout the patient rights movement.
The suit was settled out of court in 1981. The MHMR agreed to provide more
facilities and greater protection for patients, to provide adequate staffing to meet patient
ratios, and to develop clear standards for the use of psychotropic medication. They also
agreed to allow court-committed patients to refuse medications and to separate patients
according to their respective diagnoses and functionality.314 In this way, the MHMR
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seemed to address the concerns of patient liberty. Don Gilbert of Terrell State Hospital
during R.A.J., recalled the positive change he saw as superintendent. “State hospitals
underwent facelifts and staffing levels began to approach reasonable levels,” Gilbert
asserted, and saw that “the news value of state hospital life dissipated as the sensational
stories became harder to find.”315 Gilbert expressed “a collective feeling of
accomplishment” for many working for a better mental health system because of the
ability to make hospital life better for patients.316 The pervasive sense of accomplishment
during the early successes of R.A.J. allowed the MHMR and patient activists to breathe a
sigh of relief as they witnessed conditions improving in mental health facilities. However,
many of these achievements were short lived as debates surfaced around defining
appropriate staffing ratios and state funding caused the tensions surrounding patient
rights in state hospitals to resurface.
Even though reformers initially perceived the 1981 settlement as a victory,
implementing those changes proved daunting, and tensions increased as administrators
sought to meet the standard staffing ratios in state hospitals. Though most agreed the
patient-to-staff ratio had to be increased, few mental health professionals “agree[d] on the
appropriate levels of staffing and no objective data existed to instruct either the plaintiffs
or the defendants.”317 Eventually, both parties agreed on a ratio of one doctor to every
five patients, but instituting the ratios became, according to Don Gilbert, superintendent
at Terrell State Hospital a “nightmare.” Hospitals sought a loose interpretation of staffing
regulations that applied to hospital units comprising of several wards that would allow
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institutions to reallocate staff from unit to specific wards as necessary. In contrast, patient
activists sought a narrow definition that set the ratio based on the ward level, which
required that every ward meet staffing regulations at all times.318 The stricter
interpretation, which won in court, required hospitals to hire a greater amount of staff.
Furthermore, the stricter definition meant that a hospital would not meet regulations even
if, for example, an employee did not show up for work on a ward. Narrower definitions
of staffing ratios then intensified debates over funding, because the initial appropriation
the legislature provided was not enough to hire the personnel necessary to meet the
court’s stipulations.319 The MHMR had to return to the legislature for more funding,
adding to frustrations about the expanding costs of mental health that became a major
cause of the fracturing of the mental health system.
The initial settlement required the MHMR to spend more money on state
hospitals, which the legislature reluctantly allocated, “believing this to signal the end of
the additional resource issue.”320 Much to legislators’ dismay, however, the MHMR
would continue to ask for more funding in order to meet the conditions of the settlement.
David Pharis, the federal court monitor in the case, described some of the political
tensions surrounding funding. The “TXMHMR was very reluctant to…advocate for
increased operating budgets,” he wrote, “they were concerned that drawing attention to
the needs of the lawsuit could cause negative reactions on the part of the legislature.”321
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Concerns about the adequacy of the MHMR budget, administrative costs of the lawsuit,
and fears of federal interference remained a constant tension throughout R.A.J.322
Additional federal court cases filed against the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice, the Texas Youth Commission, and additional suits against the MHMR for
problems raised in other state hospitals and state schools raised “philosophical
questions[s] about activists courts intervening in the legislative business…[that]
intensified in Texas,” during the 1970s.323 The financial commitment required by R.A.J.
was substantial and grew continually through the years that the case made its way
through appeal after appeal. In 1981, the overall state hospital budget totaled $128.3
million and that of community services was $48.5 million, and by order of the federal
court, the MHMR would have seek out more funds in order meet the confines of the
settlement.324 But in 1981 the legislature also slashed MHMR budgets, which caused the
MHMR to close seven community centers in 1981.325 By 1982 the R.A.J. agreement
expanded to require the MHMR to increase its financial commitment to aftercare
programs such as halfway houses for “improved patients beginning their return to the
community.”326 Though this demand for alternative to hospitalization brought the
discussion of community centers back in to debates over mental health reform, the new
regulations also shifted community-based care facilities’ purpose from an alternative to
mental hospitals to a key step in the path towards deinstitutionalization.
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When the MHMR requested additional funding from the state legislature for
community resources in 1983, the request shocked the Texas legislature. The MHMR
asked for an additional $15 million from the state for community programs.327 The
increase in funding came to be seen as essential support for residential programs that
would facilitate the process of decentralizing Texas’s mental health system. “Dollars
must follow patients,” one political editorialist in Dallas wrote, “if the state is serious
about decentralizing treatment, it must also decentralize its spending.”328 MHMR budgets
shifted toward individual patients and the decentralization of mental health. Whereas
previous reforms had focused on creating a public good for the entire community,
reformers in the 1980s increasingly saw mental health care as benefiting individuals
along their path in the mental health system.
The conflicts over funding, federal commitment, and continued regulation of
mental health services explains why R.A.J. did not affect state hospitals as much as it
intended. Mary Dees, former patient at ASH, provided her perspective of hospital life in
1982 when the state forced her to seek treatment in a state hospital after a severe drug
overdose. During her admission and six-month commitment she “[had] no memory of
being informed of her rights or of the process to report rights violations or abuse and
neglect allegations.” Her fourth day in treatment led to the realization of her loss of
freedom, “I was in prison. The judge had sentenced me to thirty days, which was later
extended to ninety. None of the staff explained to me that I could be released pending
improvement.” She was “discouraged from attending the court proceedings. [She was
told she] would lose despite the fact that [she] was doing really well and starting to act
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like a human being.”329 Dees’ testimony not only described a lack of recognition of
patients’ legal rights, but also told of violations of her personal liberty:
Four out of six months my treatment consisted of being tied down in a
four-point restraining bed in the day room. This left me helpless to ward
off male patients, who would touch and stroke me…The staff were no
more hospitable: on one occasion I was subjected to a large heavy staff
member sitting on me; on another occasion, I was tied to a chair tied to a
cement support column…with staff threatening to photograph me.330
Conditions in the hospital had not improved regardless of the R.A.J. litigation. Despite all
the efforts of reformers, mental hospital conditions remained dysfunctional, and by 1982
the many members of the public and the federal government had forgotten the shared
purpose that reformers once believed in.
The MHMR had not complied with many of the stipulations of the agreement
reached in 1981 and MHMR commissioner Gary Miller resisted the agreement by
refusing to abide by an involuntarily-committed patient right to refuse medications. As a
result the court issued a Memorandum Opinion and Order in 1984.331 Unlike previous
mental health rulings which expanded the rights of the patient, the Court’s 1984
memorandum upheld the right of physicians to force treatment on involuntarily
committed patients, so long as they “afford[ed] the involuntarily committed patient the
right to have the treatment decision reviewed, and would provide an extra step in the
review process if the patient is able to appreciate the nature and consequences of his
decision.”332 Though the purpose of the memorandum was to “establish therapeutic
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alliances between the patients and their treating physicians,” it only served to further
complicate the interactions necessary for humane and effective treatments. 333
Federal intervention in state hospitals unintentionally created a complex legal
framework that prevented hospital staff from providing effective treatments, and incurred
friction between the federal government and state legislators that stagnated momentum
for reform. “In a broader sense the lawsuit was the concern of the governor, state
legislators, mental health advocates, and a variety of people...concerned about public
policy,” wrote David Pharis reflecting upon the implications of RAJ and mental health
litigation. “Governmental leaders were acutely concerned about the interventions of a
federal judge,” because “such interventions would interfere with their responsibilities and
capacity to perform their functions as legislators.”334 The continued use of federal courts
to define the relationship between individual patients and state institutions, therefore, not
only reduced state hospitals’ ability to provide care to a large population of patients, but
also pitted local and federal governments against one another as local politicians
increasingly viewed the federal government as an impediment to effective state
governance.
The collision of the rise of the New Right in the late 1970s and early 80s and the
increasingly rights-based platform of mental health reforms shifted the reformers’ focus
away from exploring community-based alternatives, and towards institutional changes
that protected and empowered patient choice inside state hospitals. The dismantling of
the mental health reforms envisioned in the 1950s and crafted in the 1960s led to a mental
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health system that yielded mixed results. On the one hand, patients succeeded in securing
the civil rights they sought to protect them against the psychiatric power of state
institutions. On the other hand, mental health advocates found themselves less able to
forge the types of alliance that would allow them to create a large-scale movement. Once
the power of mental health reform shifted away from institutions and onto the individual
patient, reformers found it more difficult to generate the momentum to enact major
change in the mental health system and by the mid-1980s resulted in a weaker and less
effective mental health system.
Conclusion
The history of the mental health reform movement in the 1970s is one of greater
legal regulation coupled by decreasing federal support and guidance for mental health
institutions. It is also a story of a growing demand from the public and civil rights
advocates for a fairer mental health system for individual patients. Increased federal
regulation coupled with diminishing funds and declining political support caused greater
federal control over treatment and conditions inside mental institutions without providing
the resources and guidance necessary to affect the change reformers once sought. Mental
health reformers continued their work, but in a much more fragmented way. Without the
resources the federal and state governments once provided, the only way state hospitals
like ASH could comply with federal regulations was to drastically reduce the number of
patients it treated as well as significantly limit the care the institution provided. Those
individuals who turned to the community as an alternative to mental hospitals were
denied the protection they believed existed, and many were left to fend for themselves
without access to adequate treatment.
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“The era’s key intellectuals shifts cannot be pinned to any single part of the
political spectrum,” wrote Daniel T. Rodgers on the 1970s and 1980s. “The fracture,” he
asserted, “was in the end as much a product of left-leaning intellectuals as it was of the
new intellectual right.”335 Rodgers’ assertion regarding the broader intellectual and
political changes in American life can also be found in the narrative of late twentiethcentury mental health reform. The causes of fracture for mental health reform cannot be
assigned solely to the left or the right, nor can the atomization of reform that resulted
from increasing costs of mental health care and penny-pinching state legislatures. Instead,
the simultaneous critiques from the left’s increasingly rights-based push and the right’s
disdain for big-government and welfare programs signify a shift in mental health
advocacy. This shift strengthened individual patients’ rights over the power of large state
institutions, but weakened the mental health reform movement’s ability to build
coalitions between psychiatrists, citizens, patients, state legislatures, and federal policy to
create an effective mental health system. As the atomization of mental health reform
ensued, mental health reformers shifted their focus away from creating new forms of
mental health care and towards the relationship between individual patients and the state,
and ultimately created a weaker position to push for change.
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V. CONCLUSION
Texas’s mental health system remains fragmented, and ultimately ineffective, and
the once shared sense of purpose that united reformers is all but forgotten. David Pharis,
a mental health reformer during the RAJ patient rights lawsuit in Texas, reflected on the
needs for future mental health reform. To be successful, Pharis said, reformers must
“seek the way that involved groups can get together more harmoniously and productively
in the promotion of a shared agenda.”336 Despite Pharis’s call for the need for mental
health advocates to re-forge a common sense of purpose, reformers have yet to unify
behind a singular vision of a new mental health system. As the patient rights movement
created a more just system for patients, advocates focused mental health reformers’
efforts on ensuring patient autonomy and dignity in an institutionalized setting. The
movement forced states to improve state hospitals instead of building the more effective
community-based mental health system envisioned by reformers in the 1960s. Mental
health reforms that began two generations ago have produced mixed results. On the one
hand, patients need no longer fear being incarcerated without due process or receiving
treatments without providing consent. On the other hand, mental health reform did not
create alternatives to state hospitals, which continue to struggle to maintain adequate
staffing ratios, to provide adequate care to an increasing patient population, and to
provide access to effective treatments.
Austin State Hospital remains mired in the struggles that many state hospitals
face. Recently, ASH received a citation from Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services investigation for having too few nurses on staff and improperly restraining
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patients. In some cases, investigators observed a ratio of one nurse to every forty-three
patients. More alarming, the report cited instances where patients were restrained without
their consent.337 If the hospital is unable to correct the grievances cited in the
investigator’s report, the hospital may lose $7.1 million in federal funding.338 ASH’s
struggle to improve facilities, meet staffing ratios, and ensure patient safety echoes the
grievances of the 1940s and 1950s that community mental health reformers set out to fix.
The situation at ASH is, unfortunately, not unique. Terrell State Hospital has been
at the center of a public controversy as well. In 2012, a scandal emerged through a report
in the Austin-American Statesman of a patient’s death after being restrained for fifty-five
hours straight.339 Terrell State Hospital then faced a similar ultimatum as ASH—improve
hospital facilities and staff, or risk losing federal funding.340 Despite the reformers’
previous efforts, state hospitals struggle to maintain safe environments for patients as
well as to meet federal and state regulations. Such reports raise a question as to what
degree current state hospitals resemble the snake pit institutions reformers balked at in
the 1940s.
That is not to say that reformers stopped trying to build a better system. In fact, in
Texas a broad coalition of reformers proposed a new mental health bill that hoped to
reinvigorate community services in Texas. In San Antonio, law enforcement and mental
health services began to work together through the guidance of Leon Evans, the director
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for the Center for Health Care Services, to construct a local center known as the
Restoration Center for people with severe mental illness to divert people with mental
illness away from prisons and into treatment.341 The center required the collaboration and
funds from various offices of the city’s services and infrastructure that did so because
they recognized that fractured services led to ineffective treatments, which cost each
department more money.342 This re-envisioned community mental health system has not
only saved the city $50 million over the past five years, but it has also led to the creation
of the Restoration Center, which is capable of meeting a wide array of mental health
needs across Bexar County.343 Local efforts are not only visible in the respective budgets,
but also in the county jail, where “Overcrowding…has not only been reduced,” but also
created “a surplus of approximately 800 beds.”344 The efforts of all of those involved in
creating alternative treatment methods for people with mental illness in San Antonio
reveals the potential effectiveness for community centers in Texas cities as well as the
growing need for community mental health reform.
Historians have a key role to play for reformers looking to put the fractured pieces
of the mental health system back together again. By examining the successes of early
reformers who forged a shared sense of purpose, as well as the causes of fracture that led
to the disaggregation mental health services, historians can help reformers by reminding
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them of the alternative mental health system envisioned by their predecessors nearly sixty
years ago. As the population and economy of Texas continue to grow, the state will
require a more effective and less costly mental healthcare. Community mental health
centers offer a great deal of potential benefits, but in order to be built and maintained,
they must be created in a sustainable manner that caters to the needs of the community in
a way that convinces state legislatures of their need and feasibility as alternatives. The
history of the community mental health center as a product of experimentation and
collaboration on the part of mental health practitioners, government officials, and average
citizens must be brought to light so that reforms in the present benefit from reforms of the
past. Without the contributions of historians and their expertise, the avenues for
additional mental reform remain fragmented.
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